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Abstract
Sloggy, JoAnna E. M.A. The University of Memphis. May/2012. A Study of Vibrato
in Relation to Fundamental Frequency – Formant Interactions. Major Professor:
Dr Eugene Buder.
The linear source-filter theory states that the source (vocal signal) is independent
of the filter (vocal tract). Recent research explores non-linear source-filter interaction
that occurs when the f0 is just above F1, resulting in destabilization of the vocal signal
reflected by pitch breaks and subharmonics. Vibrato, a vocal ornament, is the periodic
fluctuation of pitch and intensity, measured by rate, extent, and regularity. The objective
of this study was to examine if the addition of vibrato would reduce the number of
instabilities occurring due to f0 - F1 interaction. Professional singers performed vocal
exercises that set up scenarios where f0 was in close proximity (under, on, above) to F1
using both straight tone and vibrato. Results were examined via subjective ratings and
acoustical analyses for pitch breaks, subharmonics, and vibrato characteristics. It was
determined that the addition of vibrato significantly reduced the number of instabilities in
the vocal signal.
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Introduction
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Vibrato is a desirable acoustic characteristic of most vocal performance. Carl
Seashore stated, “the vibrato is the most systematic, natural, and essential of musical
ornaments” (Seashore, 1938). It has been found in all levels of singers and in all styles of
vocal performances, including primitive music styles (Seashore, 1938). Certain styles
may mandate, either occasionally or consistently, the use of a straight tone: such as folk
music, rock, country, and some early classical vocal music. However in these situations,
singers are consciously restricting the appearance of vibrato from their singing voice.
Singers who have excessive tension, either by choice or by lack of technique, will also
lack vibrato in their singing voice.
Vibrato represents the periodic changes of pitch, intensity, and timbre of the vocal
quality (Seashore, 1938). Sundberg (1987) described vocal vibrato by four parameters:
rate, extent, regularity, and waveform. He defined these parameters as follows:
1. Rate is the number of undulations of f0 per second and the
2. Extent is how far f0 deviates above and below the mean f0.
3. Regularity of f0 shows how similar the frequencies are to each other.
4. Waveform is generally similar to a sine wave.
These parameters apply to pitch variations, however they can be applied for intensity
(amplitude) and even timbre vibrato as well.
Though it is clearly recognized that the listener is attuned to the quality of the
voice produced, it is well understood that the listeners perception is based on how the
physical properties of air flow and air pressure are handled by the vocal tract. Principal
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among this is how the vocal tract modifies the source characteristics, principally the
fundamental frequency.
Fundamental frequency, or f0, is the average rate of vocal fold vibration. Vocal
fold vibration, or phonation, is the source characteristic for vowel sounds. Formants
(filter characteristics) are the resonant characteristics of the vocal tract in speech sounds.
These resonant frequencies provide the auditory information needed to perceptually
distinguish different vowels from each other. F1 refers to the lowest formant. Scientists
have long grappled with the concept of how the source is modified by the supralaryngeal
filter. The classic theory in this regard is referred to as the source filter theory proposed
by Fant (1960). An elaboration of the source-filter theory by Titze (2008), called the
non-linear source-filter theory, introduces a more sophisticated analysis of the interaction
of laryngeal pressure and flow in regard to input pressure to the vocal tract. Titze
emphasizes the importance of this in regard to proper matching of the laryngeal pressure
to the tuning properties of the vocal tract.
The concept of linear source-filter theory is that the source (vocal signal)
functions independently from the filter (vocal tract). Consequently, the acoustic
pressures of the filter will not influence the frequencies of the source (Fant, 1960). In
non-linear source-filter coupling, the glottal flow is dependent on acoustical pressures as
well as aerodynamic forces. When glottal impedance matches vocal tract impedance,
coupling occurs, which can result in instabilities of the glottal source signal (Titze, 2008).
During speech, f0 is generally not in the vicinity of F1, however, when singing it
may occur as a result of non-linear coupling. When this happens, the crossing over of f0
and F1 result in a destabilization of the vocal fold vibration due to a rapid acoustic load
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change. This is observed as phonation instabilities; particularly as f0 frequency jumps
and subharmonics near the f0 – F1 crossover (Titze, Riede, Popolo, 2008).
Given that vibrato is considered one of the signatures of a “rich voice,” a better
understanding of its properties will enhance our understanding of the attributes of the
exceptional voice. From a review of the literature, it appears that a significant amount of
research has been done on the singing voice as it relates to habitual pitch, pitch range,
vocal registers, and vocal styles. However, little data have been reported on vibrato
outside of general characteristics or other ornaments of the singing voice. We also see
that research has been done on examining the instabilities resulting from f0 crossing F1,
but not applied to the professional voice examining the effects of such crossovers on
skilled vocal users. Because of a lack of empirical data, the relationship between vibrato
and the f0 – F1 crossover is not well understood.
A thorough understanding of the physical properties of such vocal ornaments is
essential to the study of the singing voice, as these mechanics are integral properties of
“richness” or “fullness” of the professional voice. It is critical to better understand the
physical properties of how the source and the filter contribute to the unique properties of
this vocal ornament and how the vocal ornament of vibrato functions to support voice
quality. Of these features, the relationship between fundamental frequency and tuning of
the first formant seems to be a critical consideration that highly influences the quality of
the vibrato.
The current study examined whether the addition of vibrato would reduce the
number of instabilities occurring at the f0 - F1 interaction. Professional singers performed
vocal exercises that set up scenarios where f0 was in close proximity (under, on, above) to
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F1 using both straight tone and vibrato. Results were examined via subjective ratings and
acoustical analyses for pitch breaks, subharmonics, and vibrato instability. It was
determined that the addition of vibrato significantly reduced the number of instabilities in
the vocal signal, especially when the singer’s vocal signal was above the f0 – F1
crossover. The addition of vibrato did not seem to reduce the appearance of
subharmonics. Additionally, more frequency breaks occurred when the singers used a
straight tone versus vibrato. All four singers had a significant reduction of the number of
breaks while using vibrato compared to the straight tone.
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Chapter 1
Literature Review
The worlds of art and science often seem at odds, although when closely
examined, they are deeply intertwined. Such is the case with vibrato and non-linear
source-filter interaction. The basis of the current study requires the examination of these
two topics, although their paring at first glance may seem mismatched. Vibrato belongs
to the world of music and non-linear source-filter interaction belongs to the world of
speech science. This study examines how vibrato influences the non-linear source-filter
interactions. A thorough examination of vibrato will be presented first, followed by a
discussion of the theory of source-filter interactions. It is anticipated that this review of
the literature will provide the backdrop to examine how an aesthetic characteristic of the
voice (vibrato) is influenced by acoustic properties of supra-laryngeal resonance.
Understanding Vibrato
Vibrato remains a phenomenon of voicing that is intriguing to voice scientists
who continue to study it and it is mystifying to vocalists and singing teachers who marvel
as to how it is actually created. While the artistic world seems to be content to accept
that vibrato should happen naturally without intervention, William Vennard cautioned
against this by stating that it is particularly dangerous for a singer to become so aware of
his or her own vibrato that they try to alter it (Vennard, 1967). Voice scientists continue
to study vibrato, wanting to know what it is, how it is produced, and why it seems to be
such a mystery. Leaders in the study of vibrato include Carl Seashore, William Vennard,
and Johan Sundberg. The investigations of these and other scholars have provided a
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clearer understanding of the nature of vibrato, although there is much research remaining
to be completed before a deep understanding of it is achieved.
The Artistic Illusion of Vibrato
Vennard agreed with Seashore that the overall auditory effect of vibrato is a
perceptual coloring of the physical properties of the vocal signal. The ear is not hearing
the separate parameters of vibrato, but merely perceiving a mean pitch, which has a
“richness” or “fullness” to the vocal quality. This illusion of pitch helps to allow the
singer to “hide” any deviations from the true pitch up to a semitone (Dayme, 1982).
Singing without vibrato, or with a straight tone, is perceived as “dull” and, according to
Vennard, “deplorable in a solo voice” (Vennard, 1967). A singer’s vibrato is a
“personalization” of his/her repertoire that sets him/her apart and becomes the signature
of his/her performing voice.
Vibrato Defined
Some ambiguity exists in the literature regarding the definition of vibrato. Classic
vibrato definitions, although not always clear, are referring to f0 vibrato, as this is
generally the primary component of vocal vibrato. This standard assumption that vocal
vibrato needs only to be defined by the f0 parameters is preferred by the vocal pedagogy
community. This lack of clarity was discussed by Seashore (1938) regarding a strong
need for a “language of vibrato” that involved scientific, consistent terminology. This
ambiguity results in confusion when reading literature produced by either the artistic or
scientific community as it seems there is not a “standard” definition that encompasses all
aspects of vibrato.
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Dejonckere, Hirano, Sundberg, Seashore, Vernnard, and Titze agreed that f0
vibrato can be defined by four parameters: rate, extent, regularity, and waveform
(Dejoncker, Hirano, & Sundberg, 1995; Seashore, 1938; Sundberg, 1987; Titze, 2000;
Vennard, 1967). Sundberg (1987) defined these parameters as follows:
1. Rate is the number of undulations of f0 per second.
2. Extent is how far f0 deviates both above and below the mean f0.
3. Regularity of f0 shows how similar the frequencies are to each other.
4. Waveform is generally similar to a sine wave.
A generally accepted vibrato has a rate between 4.5 and 6.5 Hz with f0 variations
from 0 to +/- 3 percent in extent (Titze, 2000), although some sources report acceptable
rates of 4-7 Hz (Dejoncker, Hirano, & Sundberg, 1995; Sundberg, 1987). It is notable
that a vibrato rate faster than 7 Hz is stylistic of earlier opera, blues, and jazz singers.
The famous opera singer Enrico Caruso had a rate of 7.1 Hz. Jazz singer Ella Fitzgerald
and blues singer Nina Simone both had a rate above 7 Hz. Today, a vibrato rate faster
than 7 is generally thought of as sounding “nervous” and a rate lower than 4 is referred to
as a “wobble”, characteristic of older singers (Seashore, 1938; Sundberg, 1987; Vennard,
1967). The regularity, or periodicity, of the vibrato reflects the stability of the vibrato. A
vibrato with regular periodicity is perceptually heard as having a smoother sound and is a
reflection of the artistic skill of the singer. Amplitude vibrato is measured by the same
parameters as f0 vibrato.
Vibrato Onset
The onset of vibrato is defined as the length of time in which the singer transitions
from the straight tone to the vibrato. Vibrato rarely starts the instant the note is begun. It
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can be adjusted by the singer and varies depending on the style of music being
performed. Certain musical genres, such as musical theater, may call for longer vibrato
onsets. Performers may demonstrate a consistently similar vibrato onset time or vary the
vibrato onset time based on the demands of the piece and artistic choice.
Amplitude Variation
According to Sundberg (1995), along with frequency variation, amplitude
variation can be present in vocal vibrato. This amplitude oscillation is also measured by
rate and extent, although these parameters are generally not reported as frequently as the
rate and extent of frequency vibrato. Sundberg attributed the phenomena to three
potential sources: variations in frequency, voice source amplitude, or vocal tract shape.
According to Sundberg, while amplitude oscillation is generally present along with
frequency oscillation, the most perceptual aspect of vocal vibrato is the frequency
oscillation. Regardless if the amplitude vibrato is in phase with the frequency
oscillations, even to a very small extent, or has a rate twice as fast as the frequency
oscillations, the vibrato will perceptually sound perfectly normal to the listener
(Sundberg, 1995).
The Trill, Trillo, and Tremolo
Vibrato is characteristically similar to other vocal ornamentations, particularly the
trill, trillo, and tremolo. A trill is a rapid, evenly pitched fluctuation, occurring between
two notes that are a semitone or more apart (Vennard, 1967). The trill is different from
the vibrato in that with a trill, the mean pitch is changing between two notes making it
sound similar to a vibrato, although it is not. Having a modulation of frequency greater
than two semitones and a rate as high as 12 Hz differentiates the trill from vibrato
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(Sundberg, 1987). A trillo, according to Dejoncker et al. (1995) is created by using the
laryngeal adductor-abductor muscles to produce a rapid repetition of the same note by
repeated voice onset and offset.
A tremolo is differentiated from vibrato as having less regular and more rapid
modulations with a rate of at least 7 undulations of pitch per second. Some people have
defined a vibrato with a rate faster than 7 Hz as a tremolo, however, caution is advised by
Vennard (1967) in using the term tremolo, as it is a term best suited for instrumental
music ornamentation. Seashore (1938) agreed that there is a definite need for a
“language of vibrato” using consistent, scientific terminology. Currently there are many
contradictions of the terms for such vocal ornaments that lack clarity and can cause
confusion in discussions of such topics between the artistic and scientific worlds
(Seashore, 1938). While the tremolo, trill, and trillo are techniques used generally in
classical vocal styles, particularly operatic styles, vibrato crosses over from opera to
musical theater and even to pop styles.
Early Research on Vibrato
Carl Seashore (1938) included a chapter on the study and discussion of vibrato in
his classic text, The psychology of music. He considered vocal vibrato to be the most
important of all musical ornaments, as it produces the most significant changes in tone
quality. Seashore provided the following definition of vibrato:
A good vibrato is a pulsation of pitch, usually accompanied with
synchronous pulsations of loudness and timbre, of such extent and rate as
to give a pleasing flexibility, tenderness, and richness to the tone.
(Seashore, 1938, p. 33)
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Seashore (1938) classified three different types of vocal vibrato: pitch vibrato,
intensity vibrato, and timbre vibrato. Pitch vibrato has a clearly defined extent and rate.
He conducted a study of 29 singers and found that they had an average vibrato rate of 6.6
Hz and average extent of .48 of a semitone. According to Seashore, there is no consistent
variation in vibrato in regard to gender, vowel quality, musical mode, pitch level,
emotional expression, or loudness of the tone. Intensity vibrato is described as
occurring less frequently than pitch vibrato and is less regular, as well as less
perceptually prominent. It may be affected by the acoustic properties of the performing
space (Seashore, 1938). Timbre vibrato is defined as “a periodic pulsation in the
harmonic structure of a complex tone” (Seashore, 1938, p 44). This style of vibrato is
also affected by, or even results from, the resonance characteristics of the performing
space as well as the resonance characteristics of the vocal tract. He concluded that in
vocal vibrato, the undulations in pitch should be the primary and most dominant
characteristic (Seashore, 1938).
Neurological Contribution to Vibrato
Vernnard (1949) brought awareness to the fact that the rate of vibrato is similar to
other vocal pathologies such as an essential tremor, which is described as a rhythmic
tremor with a rate of 4-7 cycles per second (Aronson, 1990). Hirano, Hibi, and Hagino
(1995) in a chapter entitled Physiological Aspects of Vibrato in the text Vibrato, pointed
out that the rate of vibrato is very similar to that of other involuntary oscillations of
skeletal or striated muscles, such as tremor frequency in Parkinson disease, which is 4-8
Hz, and psychological tremor which has a tremor frequency ranging from 5-15 Hz
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(Hirano et al., 1995). It is hypothesized that the central nervous center contributes to the
production of vibrato; however, there is currently a lack of research in this area.
Vibrato Rates Compared to Other Tremors
Ramig and Shipp (1987) conducted a study comparing vocal tremor to vocal
vibrato, comparing nine opera singers to six patients with tremor resulting from different
diagnoses. The results were a mean rate of 5.5 Hz for the singers and 6.8 Hz for the
patients with vocal tremor. Notably, the singers had more regularity to their tremor than
the patients with vocal tremor. Though results were not statistically significant, they
illustrate the similarities between the vocal tremor and vibrato (Ramig & Shipp, 1987).
Many singers may have vibrato rates equal to that of patients with vocal tremor.
However, even to the untrained ear, vocal vibrato is perceptually different from a vocal
tremor, potentially due to other parameters that were not measured by Ramig and Shipp.
Muscle Contribution to Vibrato
Early studies of the muscles contributing to vibrato include the work of
Faaborg-Anderson and Vennard (1964) who studied the electromyography (EMG)
activity in the mylohyoid and sternothyroid of a trained singer. The singer produced
different vowels, /i/, /!/, and /u/, with vibrato in the chest and falsetto registers. While
producing /i/ and /u/, increased activity was observed in the mylohyoid muscle in both
conditions, beginning an average of half a second before phonation. While producing /!/,
there was an increase in activity between 0.2 and 0.4 seconds before phonation. The
sternothyroid showed an increase in activity for all three vowels. There was no change in
activity that could be contributed to the singer’s vibrato to account for the different
muscle responses to the production of the different vowels (Faaborg-Andersen, 1965).
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According to Vennard (1967), vibrato may be caused by fluctuations of the
muscles involved in singing, breathing, or resonance. He found that fluoroscopic studies
showed that the diaphragm does not contribute to vibrato, as it moves steadily upward
with consistent exhalation while the vibrato is being produced. Mason and Zemlin’s
(1969) research using EMG suggested that the cricothyroid muscle is primarily
responsible for producing vibrato.
Sundberg further explored the mechanics responsible for producing vibrato in The
Science of the Singing Voice (1987). Synchrony with vocal vibrato had been observed in
the laryngeal musculature and breathing system. Sundberg reported a study in which
Vennard et al. (1970) inserted EMG electrodes into the cricothyroid, vocalis, and lateral
cricoarytenoid muscles. EMG activity was shown in all three muscles during singing
with vibrato, especially the vocalis muscle, which is responsible for tensing the vocal
folds (Sundberg, 1987).
Hirano et al. (1995) summarized previous research involving the activity of
specific phonatory muscles through EMG. Their analysis of available research showed
that the cricothyroid, thyroarytenoid, and lateral cricoarytenoid muscles were oscillating
in synchrony with the singers’ vibrato rates. The interarytenoid, sternohyoid, and
sternothyroid were occasionally noted to be in synchrony with the vibrato rate, however,
the internal and external oblique abdominis, rectus abdominis, and latissimus dorsi
muscles did not present with any vibratory motions similar to the vibrato (Hirano, Hibi,
& Hagino, 1995).
Hirono et al. (1995) conducted an extensive study on vibrato using EMG of
laryngeal muscles. Twenty-three singers included seven sopranos, six mezzo-sopranos,
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one alto, six tenors, and three baritones. The age range was 21 to 65 years old with a
mean age of 36. The singers were all considered to be equivalent in vocal skill. A
flexible fiberoptic endoscope was inserted through the nasal cavity and observations were
made of the velum and larynx while the singers were producing /i/ (singers unable to
produce this vowel were allowed to produce /!/) at 25%, 50%, and 75% of the singers
pitch range and at piano and forte loudness levels. Each note was produced with vibrato
and with a straight tone. Audio signals of the exercises were analyzed for vibrato rate
and extent. No significant difference was found in the vibrato rate or extent between the
pitch levels, loudness levels, or voice type. Observations of oscillations in the velum in
synchrony with vibrato were present in 14 of the 23 singers during all conditions and in
the remaining 7 subjects during some conditions. Oscillations in the lateral walls of the
nasopharynx occurring only with vibrato were observed in all conditions in 5 singers, in
some conditions for 13 singers, and not at all for 5 singers. Loud (forte) conditions
produced a higher occurrence of oscillations. The posterior wall of the nasopharynx was
not observed oscillating in any of the singers. The tongue base was observed oscillating
in synchrony with vibrato during all conditions in 10 singers and during some conditions
for the remaining 13 singers. This occurred more frequently at high pitches and loudness
levels. The epiglottis was observed oscillating in synchrony with vibrato in 14 singers
for all conditions, in 8 singers for some conditions, and not at all for 1 singer. A higher
occurrence of oscillation of the epiglottis in synchrony with vibrato was related to higher
pitches. The arytenoid regions were observed to be oscillating in synchrony with vibrato
in all conditions for 7 singers, occasionally in 9 singers, and not at all for 7 singers.
During increased pitch and loudness there was an increase in oscillations of the arytenoid
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regions in synchrony with vibrato. Oscillations were observed in the lateral wall of the
lower portion of the pharynx in synchrony with vibrato in all conditions for 14 singers, in
some conditions for 8 singers, and not at all for 1 singer. There was an increase of lateral
wall oscillations in synchrony with vibrato during the conditions of increased pitch and
loudness. Finally, there were oscillations of the posterior wall of the lower portion of the
pharynx in synchrony with vibrato in all conditions for 6 singers, in some conditions for
14 singers, and not at all for 3 singers. The 14 singers showed a higher occurrence of
oscillations in increased pitch and loudness level. It was also observed that the
hypopharynx and supraglottic space was wider while producing vibrato than while
producing a straight tone in some conditions (Hirano et al., 1995). Rhythmic pulsations
in the jaw occurring synchronously with the vocal vibrato (jaw vibrato) are a sign of
tension and not good vocal technique (Sundberg, 1987).
The cricothyroid is the primary muscle responsible for elongating and tensing the
vocal folds and therefore changing the fundamental frequency of the voice. The
cricothryoids are assisted by the thyroartyenoid muscles, which are responsible for
shortening and tensing the vocal folds. The cricothyroid and thyroarytenoid work in
opposition to maintain the position of the thyroid cartilage in relation to the cricoid
cartilage and maintain the necessary vocal fold tension required to produce a specific
pitch. It is generally agreed that the cricothyroid muscle is the most important muscle in
producing vibrato and that it is assisted by the thryroarytenoid (Hirano et al., 1995; Nimi,
Horiguchi, Kobayashi, & Yamada, 1988; Shipp, Dohetry, & Haglund, 1990; Sundberg,
1987). These muscles work in synchrony to produce vocal vibrato, a delicately balanced,
effortless phenomena, suspected by some to be the singer’s way of informing the
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audience that there is no lotta vocale, or vocal struggle, present in the singing voice
(Miller, 1996; Sundberg, 1987).
Aerodynamic Contribution to Vibrato
Large and Iwata (1971), as reported by Hirano et al. (1995), provided further
insight in the systems responsible for producing vibrato. A study of 6 female singers
found that airflow oscillations were synchronous with vibrato with a greater average
airflow on tones produced with vibrato compared to straight tones produced at the same
pitch and loudness level. This was indicative of a greater average glottal resistance in
straight tones than in tones with vibrato (Hirano et al., 1995).
Effects of Pitch Change on Vibrato
Myers and Michel (1987) studied the effects of changing musical notes while
using vibrato. It was hypothesized that pitch coincides with the matching interval of the
vibrato waveform. That is, ascending intervals would occur with the rising phase of the
waveform and descending intervals would occur with the falling phase of the waveform
(Sundberg, 1995). In this study, the singers alternated between two different pitches at
different tempos. The results of the study showed that in the majority of cases, there was
no synchrony between the vibrato phase and pitch change. In fact the opposite was
found; the stability of the vibrato period was often disrupted by the pitch change
(Sundberg, 1995).
Volitional Control of Vibrato Rate
The singer exhibiting volitional control of vibrato rate has been investigated in
several studies. King and Horii (1993) studied nine trained singers and their ability to
volitionally control the rate and extent of frequency modulation at three pitch levels.
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They found that these singers were able to match vibrato rate more easily than vibrato
extent and slower rates were easier to match than faster rates. Dromey, Carter, and
Hopkin (2003) also studied volitional vibrato rate control with 12 singers of various
levels of professional training. They analyzed both amplitude and frequency rate and
extent. They found that overall the rates could be volitionally adjusted, however, specific
results varied by individual singers. Singers who had a faster natural vibrato rate were
better able to match a faster vibrato rate and singers who had a slower vibrato rate were
better able to match a slower vibrato rate (Dromey et al., 2003). The results of these
studies suggest that vibrato rate can be volitionally controlled, at least to some degree,
and that highly trained singers may use this technique to adjust the aesthetic qualities of
their vibrato.
Normal Vocal Fold Vibration
The fundamental frequency (f0) of the voice is the rate of vocal fold vibration
cycles per second, which is perceptually heard as pitch. This measure is reported in
Hertz (Hz) or by the musical scale in semitones (Baken & Orlikoff, 2000). The f0 results
from the cyclic oscillations of the vocal folds, which are set into motion by increased
tracheal air pressure and airflow to the level of the vocal folds. The vocal folds begin to
adduct which, when air is flowing through the glottis, causes Bernoulli forces to produce
negative pressure and suck the vocal folds together. When the vocal folds have moved to
midline and block airflow, subglottal pressure builds up below the vocal folds. When the
subglottal pressure exceeds the transglottal impedance, the increased air pressure causes
the vocal folds to be blown apart. The vertical phase difference is observed as the
subglottal pressure increases against the adducted vocal folds. The vocal folds then
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begin to separate from the lower edges to the upper edges. As the vocal folds open, the
mucosal wave is visible on the cover of the vocal folds in synchrony with the
displacement of the vocal folds. While the upper edges of the vocal folds move laterally,
the lower edges begin to return to midline. Due to the pressure change elastic recoil
forces once again suck the vocal folds back together and the cycle begins anew (Hirano
& Bless, 1993; Hixon, Weismer, & Hoit, 2008). Phonation threshold is the minimal
amount of lung pressure needed to sustain vocal fold vibration at a certain pitch. The
phonation threshold is one inherently unstable aspect of voice, however there are other
potential instabilities above the phonation threshold, namely, the area where f0 and F1
crossover.
Linear Source-Filter Theory
The concept of the linear source-filter theory refers to the understanding that the
phonatory source (the vocal signal for vowels and voiced consonants resulting from the
vibration of the vocal folds) is independent from the filter (the vocal tract as a system of
resonators). The combination of the source signal and the filter characteristics results in
the output or the speech signal. The filter allows energy to pass through at selected
frequencies shaping the input signal into a spectrum with resonant energy peaks. These
peaks are known as formants or the resonant characteristics of the vocal tract in speech
sounds. These resonant frequencies (filter characteristics), acting on the phonatory
source, provide the auditory information needed to distinguish different vowels (and
many sonorant consonants) from each other. A linear aspect source-filter theory is
illustrated by the fact that a single vowel can be produced with several different f0s and
the same speaker can produce several different vowels with the same f0. Therefore, the
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source and filter are working independently of each other and each can be adjusted or
tuned as desired without affecting the other (Hixon et al, 2008; Titze, 2000).
Linear separability of the source and filter is maintained by having the vocal folds
maximally adducted and the laryngeal vestibule (epilarynx) widened. With such
physiological adjustments, the source impedance stays higher than the filter impedance
and there is no transfer of energy ‘backwards’ from the vocal tract into the glottis.
Consequently, the glottal flow is then solely determined by aerodynamics and the
transglottal and intraglottal pressures are not influenced by the acoustic pressure above or
below the glottis (Titze, 2008). Certain singing styles, particularly ‘twang’ and ‘belt’
require greater coupling to be produced. In these styles, a narrowed epilarynx and a
narrowed pharynx are necessary to produce the desired sound. Additionally, the ‘sob’
and falsetto vocal style requires a widened pharynx and widened epilarynx for production
(Titze & Story, 1997).
Non-linear Source-Filter Interaction
According to the assumptions of the linear source filter theory, the acoustic
pressures of the filter do not influence the frequencies of the source. Titze (2008)
describes non-linear source-filter interaction as resulting from adjustments of the glottal
impedance to levels comparable to the vocal tract input impedance. As a result, coupling
occurs and the aerodynamic pressures, both transglottal and intraglottal pressure,
influence the glottal flow. This is achieved with narrowing of the epilarynx and at
specific adduction levels of the vocal folds. However, the laryngeal vestibule tapering
above the adducted vocal folds also provides some coupling of source and filter. In this
situation, the glottal flow is dependent on impedance to maintain stability of vocal fold
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vibration. This is also achieved by matching adduction and other settings of the vocal
folds to certain geometric configurations of the laryngeal vestibule (Titze, 2008).
The Singer’s Formant
Sundberg (1974) studied the interaction of the epilarynx and the vocal tract and
found a concentrated amount of acoustic energy at the frequency of 3000 Hz. He named
it the singer’s formant because it appears as a uniquely additional formant on the
spectrogram of some singers. This formant develops when the pharynx is widened
above a narrowed epilarynx (Sundberg, 1974). The singer’s formant produces an
enhanced fullness to the sound he called a “ring”, that is a desired acoustical quality in
many vocal styles, especially opera (Sundberg, 1987).
Titze and Story (1997) conducted a study that examined the contribution of the
epilarynx, pharynx, pyriform sinuses and nasal tract to the coupling of the source and
filter. They found that a widened pharynx, epilarynx, and pyriform sinuses result in
enhancement of the vocal signal, described by Titze and Story as positive, increasing
reactance. This is seen in the opera style of singing. Also, when the pharynx is
narrowed, the reactance varies more (potentially negatively) as seen in the belting style of
singing. The pyriform sinuses were not found to contribute significantly to either
operatic or belting vocal styles. When the epilarynx is narrowed and the pharynx is
widened, a desirable situation for sustaining vocal fold oscillation is initiated. With this
coupling, the reactance will always be positive below 3000 Hz and all potential f0s. Titze
suggested that singers, in order to maintain favorable impedance match between the
larynx and the vocal tract, might decrease the epilaryngeal area when the glottal area
decreases (Titze & Story, 1997).
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Ideal f0 – F1 Interaction in the Performing Voice
Titze (2004) examined the effects of the f0 – F1 interaction in the resonant
(oratorical) voice and singing voice. Non-linear source-filter interaction can enhance the
output power of the voice when the vocal tract has positive reactance. This happens
when the f0 is below F1. Through theoretical study of the linear and non-linear source
filter interaction, Titze found that the degree of interaction of the source and filter can be
regulated when the epilarynx functions as an impedance matcher between the glottis and
the vocal tract. This is particularly desirable for singers and actors as it is a heightened
efficiency of acoustic output resulting from the impedance matching. Keeping the f0
under F1 is the ideal source-filter interaction for the resonant performing voice and the
singing voice (Titze, 2004).
f0 -F1 Interaction
During conversational speech, f0 is usually not in the frequency range of F1 (the
first of the resonating formants). However, when singing, f0 may be in the frequency of
F1 and be affected by non-linear coupling. As a result of this coupling, F1 may influence
vocal fold vibration and destabilize the ongoing periodic vibration. This crossing over of
f0 and F1 results in a destabilization of the vocal fold vibration due to a rapid acoustic
load change. It is manifested as phonation instabilities in the way of bifurcations
displayed as sudden frequency jumps and sudden amplitude surges near the f0-F1
crossovers. Specifically, when f0 is above the formant frequency, there is the highest
possibility of this destabilization occurring. (Titze et al., 2008).
Titze (2008) examined two levels of source-filter interaction. The first level was
described as occurring in all speech, where vocal fold vibration is not significantly
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disturbed by oscillating pressures, either transglottal or infraglottal, however, glottal flow
is. The second level identifies a change of the vibration pattern of the vocal folds
resulting from the vocal tract changes. At this level, subglottal reactance and supraglottal
reactance affect the vibration of the vocal folds differently. Six different computer
simulations were investigated, simulating both linear and non-linear coupling of the
source and filter. There was the greatest amount of instabilities when the epilarynx was
narrowed from 3.0 to .02 cm2.
Vocal Pedagogy Exercises Targeting the f0 – F1 Interaction
Singers routinely included exercises targeting the f0 – F1 interaction in their vocal
warm-ups. Examples of these exercises are vocal sirens (pitch glissandos that span 2-3
octaves). Titze (2006) examined the effects of the f0 – F1 interactions during a similar
exercise, a downward pitch glide, and found that when f0 approached F1, the vocal fold
vibration became unstable and pitch jumps were noted (Titze, 2006). These vocal warmup exercises allow singers to “practice” smoother transitions (control) across the
instabilities that result from the f0 – F1 interaction.
Rationale of the Study
Titze et al. (2008), in their vocal exercise paper, used three different exercises that
set up scenarios in which f0 would potentially cross F1. There were 18 participants, 9
female and 9 male, with a mean age of 31.6 years. The first exercise, controlling for
vocal tract changes, required a pitch glide from high frequency to low frequency and low
frequency to high frequency using a different vowel each time from a set of four vowels
(!, æ, u, i). The second exercise, controlling for source changes, required a sustained
pitch with different vowel combinations. Two sets of vowels were used (/i/ - /æ/ - /i/ and
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/u/ - /!/ - /u/). The third exercise, controlling for both source and tract changes, was a
combination of the first and second; a high to low and low to high pitch glide with two
different vowels targeted within the exercise. All exercises were performed at two
different loudness levels: loud and soft.
Titze (2008) found that the greatest number of frequency jumps happened during
Exercise 1. More instabilities were observed in soft phonations than in loud phonations.
He also noted that sudden amplitude surges were observed near the f0-F1 crossover. Two
explanations for this phenomenon were provided. First, linear source-filter interaction
was engaged and the pressure changes caused the amplitude spikes. Second, non-linear
source-filter coupling caused an unexpected change in vocal fold vibration amplitude that
resulted in an increased energy level of the source signal. Males seemed to be more
susceptible to source instabilities overall. There were also individual-specific patterns
present within the singer pool. Titze offered an explanation for the individual variations
that humans have; he noted that humans have a degree of flexibility when operating their
individual source-filter with the two combinations: linear source-filter coupling and nonlinear source-filter coupling (Titze et al., 2008).
Some limitations to the study are that the exercises were performed with a straight
tone (no vibrato, with the exception of one participant’s example) and lack of precise
adherence to the pitch and vowel frequencies once the singer began the exercises.
Professional singers were not used, reducing the likelihood that the tasks were accurately
and consistently performed.
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Research Objective
Results from Titze’s vocal exercise study reported that source instabilities exist in
straight tone production of vowels near the f0-F1 crossover (Titze et al., 2008), but it is
unclear how vibrato production would affect these instabilities. When vibrato is
introduced, what does it do to this unstable area in the voice? The current study
examines the acoustic properties of vibrato and the influence of vibrato on the inherent
source instabilities caused by non-linear source-tract coupling when f0 crosses F1. This
study also addresses the following questions:
1. Does the proximity (under, on, above) of the f0 to the first formant result in a
destabilizing effect on a straight tone produced by trained singers?
2. Does the vibrato exacerbate or ameliorate the tendency of source-filter coupling
to disrupt phonation when the f0 is just above the frequency of F1?
a. Does the addition of vibrato help to eliminate the overall destabilizing
effects of the proximity (under, on, above) to the formant in regard to
pitch breaks?
b. Does the addition of vibrato help to eliminate the overall destabilizing
effects of the proximity (under, on, above) to the formant in regard to
subharmonics?
3. What is the effect of the formant position on overall vibrato stability?
4. What are the effects on vocal instability of increasing or decreasing amplitude on
f0 - F1 crossing?
It was hypothesized that by adding vibrato through the point in which f0 crosses F1 the
singer will be able to reduce instabilities due to f0 formant interactions.
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Chapter 2
Method
Participants
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Selection criteria. Participants were identified and recruited specifically because

they are professional vocal performers. Acquaintances with whom the investigator has
previously worked with in the professional musical theater genre were recruited if they
were currently working as a professional singer and known to be able to produce and
sustain vibrato. The participants were selected based on the following inclusion criteria:
i.

Ability to produce and sustain vibrato

ii.

Ability to match pitch

iii.

Minimum of four years of classical vocal training

iv.

Has worked professionally as a singer for at least three years

Voice histories were taken to rule out conditions that might adversely affect
voice, speech, or hearing. Unresolved vocal pathologies and/or hearing loss were
exclusion criteria. See Appendix A for Screening Criteria Questionnaire. The
investigator subjectively assessed each singer’s voice for the following qualities:
breathiness, harshness, pitch variability, loudness, resonance, and respiratory function.
All of the singers were assessed as having normal voices. See Appendix B for Voice
Screening Form.
For the current study, four professional singers were recruited. The participants
included three females and one male between 26 and 35 years of age (mean age = 30.25).
Demographic, vocal training, and performance information for each singer is displayed in
Table 1.
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Table 1
Summary of Singers Demographics
Age

Gender

Vocal Training

Performing Experience

Singer 1

26

F

10

7

Singer 2

26

F

10

10

Singer 3

35

M

12

11

Singer 4

34

F

20

20

Singer 1. Singer 1 is a 26 year-old female soprano with 10 years of classical
voice training. She has 7 years of experience working as a professional musical theater
performer, including a previous contract as a singer for a national theme park. The
artistic vocal range for Singer 1 is F3 to D#6. See Appendix C for the voice range profile
(VRP) for Singer 1. Singer 1 has a history of bilateral vocal fold nodules and muscle
tension dysphonia at age 17, however, both were resolved through voice therapy and she
has not had any additional voice problems. She has no history of hearing loss.
Singer 2. Singer 2 is a 26 year-old female coloratura soprano with 10 years of
classical voice training. She has 10 years of experience working as a professional singer
in musical theater, opera, and classical vocal ensembles, as well as artistic director and
instructor of a performing arts studio teaching voice and piano. The artistic vocal range
for Singer 2 is G3 to F6. See Appendix D for the VRP for Singer 2. Singer 2 has no
history of vocal pathologies or hearing loss.
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Singer 3. Singer 3 is a 35 year-old male tenor with 12 years of classical voice
training. He has 11 years of experience working as a professional singer in musical
theater and classical vocal ensembles. The artistic vocal range for Singer 2 is E2 – C5
with the falsetto range extending to C6. See Appendix E for the VRP for Singer 3.
Singer 3 has no history of vocal pathologies or hearing loss
Singer 4. Singer 4 is a 34 year-old female alto with 20 years of classical voice
training. She has 20 years of experience working as a professional singer in musical
theater, has recording contracts for blues, jazz, and soul genres recording demo tracks for
upcoming artists, and is currently the lead singer for three blues & jazz bands. The
artistic vocal range for Singer 4 is D3 – C6. See Appendix F for the VRP for Singer 4.
Singer 4 has no history of vocal pathologies or hearing loss.
International Phonetic Alphabet
The International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) will be used to document phonetic
sounds produced by the voice in accordance to the symbols the sounds correlate with.
The symbols will appear between forward slashes (i.e., /u/). Appendix G provides a table
of the IPA symbols.
Dynamic Level Notation
Standard musical notation for dynamic levels will be used throughout this
document. Musical dynamic levels are relative and do not correlate with a specific
decibel (dB) level. To indicate a soft tone, piano (p), will be used; medium tone, mezzoforte (mf); and loud tone, forte (f).
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Pitch Notation
Modern musical notation will be used for pitch reference when appropriate. See
Figure 1 below. Appendix H provides an Hz to semitone conversion chart.

Figure 1. Musical notation.

Data Collection
To obtain audio recordings, the participants wore an AKG C520 headset
condenser microphone. This boom-style adjustable microphone, with a moisture shield,
is attached to a behind-the-ear transducer shock mount, placing the mic head
approximately 5 cm from the singer’s mouth. The audio signal was fed through a Shure
FP42 mixer, which was used as a splitter to send the audio signal to both computers.
Dual PC computers, both equipped with a KayPentax Computer Speech Lab (CSL) 4500
box and software, were used for signal presentation and data collection. The samples
were digitized at a 50 kHz sampling rate with 16 bits amplitude resolution. See Figure 2
for the workstation setup.
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Figure 2. Data collection workstation.

The investigator and data recorder were present for all tasks, with the exception of
the Voice Range Profiles that were conducted separately from the tasks, in which only
the investigator was present. The data recorder was responsible for managing the
mechanics of task management and data collection. This allowed the primary
investigator to instruct the singers of the task requirements and monitor the singers. The
data recorder also acted as an unbiased person to monitor task compliance, adequacy of
signal level, and that testing conditions did not vary.
Selected software programs from the KayPentax CSL 4500 were used to both
collect and analyze the data. The Voice Range Profile software was used to create the
voice range profile that plotted the singers’ artistic range with respect to amplitude and
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fundamental frequency. Tokens were recorded in the Real-Time Pitch (RTP) program,
which provided a visualization of real-time pitch tracking along with energy displays. A
target line template for the targeted f0 the singer was instructed to produce was displayed
in this program. This allowed for the singer, investigator, and data collector to ensure the
desired pitch was produced by providing real-time feedback of the f0 being sung. See
Figure 3 for Real-Time Pitch template.

!
Figure 3. Real-Time Pitch with target pitch line.

The Sona-Match software was used to provide immediate, constant visual
feedback of formant values and desired vowel shapes. Templates of the target vowels
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were created using the singers’ productions of the vowels. These templates were
superimposed on the active window to create a target formant pattern needed for the
demanded accuracy of the exercises. These were visually available for the singers and
monitored for F1 accuracy by the investigator and data collection assistant. See Figure 4
for Sona-Match template.

Figure 4. Sona-Match with target template.

All tasks were audio recorded to digital media for later data analyses. Singers
were assigned a number to be used for identification in lieu of personal identifying
information.
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MDVP Analysis of Vibrato
Acoustic samples from the natural vibrato productions and all vibrato tasks were
extracted for acoustic analysis. The acoustic samples were selected from the midpoint of
the token to avoid including the onset of vibrato and allow a stable measure of vocal
vibrato. For each token analyzed, a value representing the rate and extent of both the
frequency oscillation and amplitude oscillation was reported. The samples were analyzed
using the tremor analysis in the KayPentax MDVP software. The following measures
were extracted: f0 Tremor Frequency (FFTR), Amplitude Tremor Frequency (FATR), f0
Tremor Intensity Index (FTRI), and Amplitude Tremor Intensity Index (ATRI). These
represented vibrato frequency rate, amplitude rate, frequency extent in percent mean, and
amplitude extent in percent mean, respectively.
Procedures
Voice range profile. A voice range profile (VRP) was first completed on each of
the participants to determine the extent of their artistic vocal range and ensure the tasks
would fall comfortably within their range. Voice range profiles are often conducted in
European clinics and are gaining popularity in the United States. This evaluation results
in a graphical representation of the total range of the individual in regard to pitch
(displayed by standard musical notation) and intensity (displayed by dB). The VRP can
be used to find the total range of the singer (i.e., every pitch capable of being produced,
regardless of vocal quality) or the artistic range (i.e., pitches that are deemed as having
acceptable vocal quality for performance standards).
The KayPentax Voice Range Profile software program was used in target mode to
establish the singers’ artistic range. The target mode only accepts pitches exactly
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matching a targeted tone. Each participant was instructed to match the tone presented at
a comfortable level, then gradually decrescendo to as soft as they could sing the tone and
then crescendo to as loud as they could comfortably sing the tone. Artistic range was
defined to the participants as the notes they could sing that were acceptable for
performance. Pitches produced that were subjectively deemed to be unacceptable for
performance by the investigator were deleted from the VRP and were not included in the
singer’s voice range profile. For three of the four participants, the voice range profile
was completed the night before the protocol. The purpose of conducting the VRP the
night before was to allow the participants vocal rest before the exercises, as obtaining a
VRP can be a rather lengthy process. Due to travel arrangements, however, Singer 2 was
required to complete the voice range profile and protocol in the same session.
Sound level check. A sound level check was performed to ensure that gain
settings for recordings and displays were optimized and to assure that digital clipping of
the signal would not occur. The participants were asked to sing /!/ at fortissimo (very
loud) and /u/ at pianissimo (very soft). For all exercises, forte, mezzo forte, and piano
were self-selected by the singers to ensure that the dynamic levels were consistent with
the singers’ usual techniques. The investigator subjectively monitored dynamic levels
throughout the completion of all tasks to make sure levels were consistent and audibly
different from each other. The data recorder also subjectively monitored dynamic levels
and insured that all tasks were performed consistently across all subjects.
F1 measurements. The KayPentax Sona-Match software program was used to
display and analyze tokens of singers producing the vowels /i/ and /u/. These vowels
were selected because they have low F1s and would be in the range of all singers. The
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initial protocol also required the vowels /!/ and /æ/. However, it was determined that the
F1 of these vowels was out of the pitch range for Singer 4 and would require Singer 3 to
engage his falsetto range, which requires a higher larynx position and therefore, his
epilarynx dimensions would be different from the low F1 vowels. Three samples were
taken of each vowel. The F1 of both vowels were obtained and an average F1 was
calculated to use for the following tasks. Each Sona-Match vowel image was saved and
the one most closely matching the average F1 was used as the visual feedback template to
ascertain that the singers were not changing their production of the vowels, therefore
changing the f0 – F1 crossover point.
While the musical notation for semitones is a linear relationship, the Hz
difference between semitones is a non-linear relationship requiring a semitone to Hz
conversion formula. To obtain the f0 (in Hz) for targeting above and under the f0 – F1
crossover the formulas in Table 2 were used (Baken & Orlikoff, 2000).

Table 2
Semitone to Hz Conversion Formulas for Above and Under Crossover f0
Target f0

Formula Used

On

f0 from F1 measurement

Under

1.0595-1 * f0 (of On)

Above

1.0595 * f0 (of On)

f0 selection.
The average F1 measurement for each vowel was used as the f0 for the following
exercises targeting the f0 – F1. The target frequency was selected to match the F1 values
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of the targeted vowel. One semitone above and one semitone under the target f0 were
used for the subsequent exercises. For example, Singer 1 had a F1 of 339 Hz for the
vowel /i/. The targeted f0 for above the f0 – F1 crossover for Singer 1 was 350 Hz and the
targeted f0 for under the f0 – F1 crossover was 330 Hz.

Table 3
Target f0 for Under the f0 – F1 Crossover by Singer
/i/

/u/

Singer 1

330 Hz

260 Hz

Singer 2
Singer 3

344 Hz
312 Hz

411 Hz
314 Hz

Singer 4

330 Hz

333 Hz

Table 4
Target f0 for On the f0 – F1 Crossover by Singer
/i/

/u/

Singer 1

339 Hz

273 Hz

Singer 2

364 Hz

435 Hz

Singer 3

331 Hz

332 Hz

Singer 4

350 Hz

353 Hz
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Table 5
Target f0 for Above f0 – F1 Crossover by Singer
/i/

/u/

Singer 1

350 Hz

283 Hz

Singer 2
Singer 3

386 Hz
351 Hz

461 Hz
352 Hz

Singer 4

371 Hz

374 Hz

One task required targeting the f0 – F1 within a glissando (or pitch glide). To
ensure that the f0 – F1 crossover was targeted, the glissando was designed as an octave
glide with the target f0 functioning as the middle of the glissando.
Vibrato sampling. Singers were asked to produce a sample of their natural
vibrato on the vowels /i/ and /u/ for at least six seconds. Singers were allowed to choose
the dynamic level and pitch at which they produced these samples in order to obtain a
true representation of their natural vibrato style.
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Single vowels Under the f0 – F1 crossover. Here, singers were required to

produce a single vowel at a pre-determined pitch, both with a straight tone and with
vibrato at three different dynamic levels; piano (p), mezzo-forte (mf), and forte (f). Three
tokens of each task were taken to allow assessment of reproducibility. This was designed
to target one semitone under the f0 – F1 crossover. The singers were instructed to sing
the vowels /i/ and /u/ with a straight tone three times each using the following dynamic
levels (p, mf, f). The task was repeated in entirety with vibrato.
Single vowels At the f0 – F1 crossover. This was designed to target the f0 – F1
crossover. The singers were instructed to sing the vowels /i/ and /u/ with a straight tone
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three times each using the following dynamic levels (p, mf, f). The exercise was repeated
in entirety with vibrato.
Single vowels Above the f0 – F1 crossover. This task was designed to target one
semitone above the f0 – F1 crossover. The singers were instructed to sing the vowels /i/
and /u/ with a straight tone three times each using the following dynamic levels (p, mf, f).
The exercise was repeated in entirety with vibrato.
Combination vowels. The combination vowel task is a more dynamic task where
the formant moves in and out of the various stability regions during the task. The vowel
combinations used were /i/-/æ/-/i/ and /u/-/!/-/u/. The f0 – F1 crossover for /i/ was
selected as the target pitch for the /i/-/æ/-/i/ set and the f0 – F1 crossover for /u/ was
selected as the target pitch for the /u/-/!/-/u/ set.
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Combination vowels Under the f0 – F1 crossover. The singers were instructed

to sing the vowel combinations targeting one semitone under the f0 – F1 crossover for the
selected vowel set three times each at the following dynamic levels: p, mf, f while using a
straight tone. This exercise was repeated in entirety with vibrato.
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Combination vowels On the f0 – F1 crossover. This was designed to target the

f0 – F1 crossover while singing the vowel combinations three times each at three dynamic
levels (p, mf, f) while using a straight tone. This was repeated in entirety while using
vibrato.
Combination vowels Above the f0 – F1 crossover. The singers were instructed
to sing the vowel combinations targeting one semitone above the f0 – F1 crossover for the
selected vowel set three times each at the following dynamic levels: p, mf, f while using a
straight tone. This was repeated in entirety with vibrato
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Single vowel glissandos targeting the f0 – F1 crossover. This was designed to
target the f0 – F1 crossover with the crossover f0 at the middle of an 8va (octave/12
semitone) range. Singers were instructed to sing the vowels /i/ and /u/ three times each at
the following dynamic levels (p, mf, f) while using a straight tone. This was repeated in
entirety with vibrato.
Combination vowel glissandos targeting the f0 – F1 crossover. This task was
designed to target the f0 – F1 crossover with the crossover f0 at the middle of an 8va
(octave/12 semitone) range. This allowed for a dynamic condition where the formant
moved in and out of the instability areas. Singers were instructed to sing the vowel
combinations /i/-/æ/-/i/ and /u/-/!/-/u/ three times each at the following dynamic levels (p,
mf, f) while using a straight tone. The f0 – F1 crossover for /i/ was selected as the target
pitch for the /i/-/æ/-/i/ set and the f0 – F1 crossover for /u/ was selected as the target pitch
for the /u/-/!/-/u/ set. This was repeated in entirety with vibrato.
Because the f0 for the vowels /!/ and /æ/ was in the falsetto range for Singer 3 and
out of the artistic vocal range for Singer 4, it was determined that the vowels /!/ and /æ/
be eliminated from the protocol to ensure that all singers were able to complete all of the
tasks.
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Chapter 3
Results
TF-32 Analysis of Results
All tokens were analyzed with the TF-32 time-frequency analysis software
program. A narrowband spectrogram was used to analyze the harmonics for
subharmonics, pitch breaks, and vibrato instabilities. The dynamic range was set to 64,
the floor to -100, and the bandwidth to 10. Subjective analysis classified the pitch breaks,
subharmonics, and vibrato instability as “yes/no”. Pitch breaks were defined as areas in
the spectrogram where there was a clear “break” in the continuity of the pitch.
Subharmonics were defined as the appearance of additional dark lines in between the
harmonics. Vibrato instabilities were areas where the vibrato sine wave pattern deviated
from the singer’s natural vibrato pattern. The TF-32 analyses were recorded in an Excel
file for further statistical analysis.

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate examples of pitch breaks,

subharmonics, and vibrato instability.
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Figure 5. Spectrogram example of pitch breaks and subharmonics

Figure 6. Spectrogram example of vibrato instabilities
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Statistical analysis of results. The results from the TF-32 analysis of all

exercises were analyzed in the SYSTAT statistical analysis software using one-way chisquare tests to examine the nominal data for patterns of association. All single note tasks
were included in this analysis set. The glissandos were not analyzed in the current study.
Each singer performed a total of 108 exercises with a straight tone and a total of 108
exercises with vibrato.

!

TF-32 analysis of straight tones. One preliminary question examined if the

proximity to the formant (under, on, above) shows the destabilizing effect overall on a
straight tone. It was predicted that the greatest number of instabilities would occur when
the f0 was in the condition above F1.

Table 6 shows the occurrence of pitch breaks and

subharmonics while using a straight tone. The bolded value indicates a significant chisquare test for that individual singer and measure. A significant chi-square result
indicates if the numbers (total of breaks/subharmonics) distributed across the various
conditions (under, on, above) have an association with the condition. Depending on the
distribution of the totals, results are either significant (indicative that it did not occur by
chance) or not. Based on this initial screening, the results were then examined to see at
which condition the greatest number of instabilities occurred and if this was the condition
that was predicted to result in the greatest number of instabilities.
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Table 6
Straight Tone Analysis for Breaks and Subharmonics
(N = 108)

Under

On

Above

Singer 1 – Breaks

20

31

22

Singer 2 – Breaks

13

8

15

Singer 3 – Breaks

9

23

28

Singer 4 – Breaks

36

26

25

Singer 1 – Subharmonics

5

1

7

Singer 2 – Subharmonics

10

25

15

Singer 3 – Subharmonics

5

5

9

Singer 4 – Subharmonics

17

12

10
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Straight tone analysis of breaks and subharmonics for Singer 1. Singer 1

showed a significant effect of formant position on the f0 – F1 crossover resulting in
breaks, !2(2, N = 108) = 8.70, p = .01. The highest number of breaks happened on the f0
– F1 crossover. There was no effect of formant position on the f0 – F1 crossover in
regard to subharmonics, !2(2, N = 108) = 4.90, p = .09.

!

Straight tone analysis of breaks and subharmonics for Singer 2. Singer 2 did

not show a significant effect of formant position on the f0 – F1 crossover resulting in
breaks, !2(2, N = 108) = 3.25, p = .20. There was a significant effect of formant position
on the f0 – F1 crossover in regard to subharmonics, !2(2, N = 108) = 13.03, p = .001. The
highest number of subharmonics happened on the f0 – F1 crossover.
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Straight tone analysis of breaks and subharmonics for Singer 3. Singer 3
showed a significant effect of formant position on the f0 – F1 crossover resulting in
breaks, !2(2, N = 108) = 21.83, p < .001. The highest number of breaks happened above
the f0 – F1 crossover. There was no effect of formant position on the f0 – F1 crossover in
regard to subharmonics, !2(2, N = 108) = 2.04, p = .36.
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Straight tone analysis of breaks and subharmonics for Singer 4. Singer 4

showed a significant effect of formant position on the f0 – F1 crossover resulting in
breaks, !2(2, N = 108) = 13.12, p = .001. The highest number of breaks happened under
the f0 – F1 crossover. There was no effect of formant position on the f0 – F1 crossover in
regard to subharmonics, !2(2, N = 108) = 3.13, p = .21.
Overall there was no effect however three out of the four singers did show a
significant number of breaks on one of the three f0 – F1 crossover formant conditions.
There was no significant effect of formant conditions on the production of subharmonics
when using a straight tone, although one of the singers did show an effect when
performing the exercises that target the f0 – F1 crossover.
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Comparison of straight tone to vibrato for overall breaks. The next question

examined was: Does the addition of vibrato help to eliminate the overall destabilizing
effects of the proximity (under, on, above) to the formant in regard to pitch breaks. The
following table illustrates the effectiveness of vibrato in reducing the destabilization
effects in all singers, compared to the straight tone.
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Table 7
Straight Tone versus Vibrato in Regard to Overall Frequency Breaks
N

Y

Total

Straight Tone

176

256

432

Vibrato

356

76

432

Total

532

332

864

Overall, the results of a chi-square test show that there is a significant effect of the
addition of vibrato in comparison to a straight tone, !2(1, N = 864) = 158.5, p < .001.
This is a strongly significant association with the p value being < .001. Out of 432
straight tone samples, there were 256 breaks compared to 76 breaks out of 432 vibrato
samples.
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Comparison of straight tone to vibrato for overall subharmonics. The next

question examined was: Does the addition of vibrato help to eliminate the overall
destabilizing effects of the proximity (under, on, above) to the formant in regard to
subharmonics. Table 8 compares vibrato to the straight tone in reducing the
destabilization effects in all singers.
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Table 8
Straight Tone versus Vibrato in Regard to Overall Subharmonics
N

Y

Total

Straight Tone

311

121

432

Vibrato

304

128

432

Total

615

249

864

Overall, the results of a chi-square test show that there is no significant effect of
the addition of vibrato in comparison to a straight tone, !2(1, N = 864) = 0.28, p = 0.60.
Out of 432 straight tone samples, there were 121 occasions of subharmonics compared to
128 occasions of subharmonics in 432 vibrato samples.
Comparison of effect of F1 position on breaks in straight versus vibrato. This
analysis primarily examined the effect of the f0 – F1 crossover location in reducing breaks
when using vibrato versus a straight tone. The previous analysis examined an overall
reduction in vocal signal instabilities while this analysis breaks it down by formant
proximity zone. Table 9 illustrates the effects of adding vibrato in reducing breaks in
straight tones versus vibrato.
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Table 9
Effects of F1 Position on Breaks in Straight versus Vibrato
Under

On

Above

Straight – Breaks

78

88

90

Vibrato – Breaks

30

27

19

The effect of adding vibrato to the area just under the f0 – F1 crossover resulted in
a significant chi-square test, !2(1, N = 288) = 34.133, p < .001. Adding vibrato when on
the f0 – F1 crossover also had a significant effect, !2(1, N = 288) =53.865, p < .001. The
effect of adding vibrato when just above the f0 – F1 crossover on reducing breaks was the
most significant of this set, !2(1, N = 288) = 74.410, p < .001. Out of 288 tokens for
each formant condition, there were only 30 breaks with vibrato under the f0 – F1
crossover, 27 on the f0 – F1 crossover, and 19 above the f0 – F1 crossover.
Comparison of effect of F1 position on subharmonics in straight versus
vibrato. The same question was investigated looking at whether stabilizing effects of
vibrato could be observed in terms of subharmonics for each formant crossover location
separately when using vibrato versus a straight tone. Again, it was predicted that the
greatest destabilizing effect would be expected when f0 was just above F1. Table 10
illustrates the effects of adding vibrato in reducing subharmonics in straight tones versus
vibrato.
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Table 10
Effects of F1 Position on Subharmonics in Straight versus Vibrato
Under

On

Above

Straight – Subharmonics

37

43

41

Vibrato – Subharmonics

35

43

50

The addition of vibrato under the f0 – F1 crossover had a chi-square test result of
!2(1, N = 288) = 0.074, p = 0.785, on the f0 – F1 crossover,
!2(1, N = 288) = 0.000, p = 1.000, and above the f0 –F1crossover, !2(1, N = 288) = 1.301,
p = 0.254. There was not a significant effect of the addition of adding vibrato in any of
the various formant conditions.
Vibrato analysis for breaks and subharmonics by singer. The next question
examined if the proximity (under, on, above) to the formant show the destabilizing effect
overall on a vibrato. It was predicted that the vibrato would reduce the number of pitch
breaks and subharmonics. Table 11 shows the occurrence of pitch breaks and
subharmonics while using vibrato. The bolded value indicates a significant chi-square
test for that individual singer and measure.
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Table 11
Vibrato Analysis for Breaks and Subharmonics by Singer
(N = 108)

Under

On

Above

Singer 1 – Breaks

12

14

9

Singer 2 – Breaks

1

1

0

Singer 3 – Breaks

4

1

2

Singer 4 – Breaks

13

22

8

Singer 1 – Subharmonics

5

3

2

Singer 2 – Subharmonics

12

21

27

Singer 3 – Subharmonics

2

5

4

Singer 4 – Subharmonics

16

14

17
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Vibrato analysis for breaks and subharmonics for Singer 1. Singer 1 did not
show a significant effect of formant position on the f0 – F1 crossover resulting in breaks,
!2(2, N = 108) = 1.61, p = .44. There was also no effect of formant position on the f0 –
F1 crossover in regard to subharmonics, !2(2, N = 108) = 1.54, p = .46.
Vibrato analysis for breaks and subharmonics for Singer 2. Singer 2 did not
show a significant effect of formant position on the f0 – F1 crossover resulting in breaks,
!2(2, N = 108) = 1.02, p = .60. There was a significant effect of formant position on the
f0 – F1 crossover in regard to subharmonics, !2(2, N = 108) = 12.83, p < .01. The
highest number of subharmonics happened above the f0 – F1 crossover.
Vibrato analysis for breaks and subharmonics for Singer 3. Singer 3 did not
show a significant effect of formant position on the f0 – F1 crossover resulting in breaks,
!(+!

!2(2, N = 108) = 2.14, p = .34. There was no effect of formant position on the f0 – F1
crossover in regard to subharmonics, !2(2, N = 108) = 1.42, p = .49.
Vibrato analysis for breaks and subharmonics for Singer 4. Singer 4 did not
show a significant effect of formant position on the f0 – F1 crossover resulting in breaks,
!2(2, N = 108) = 1.69, p = .43. There was no effect of formant position on the f0 – F1
crossover in regard to subharmonics, !2(2, N = 108) = 0.53, p = .77.
Overall, there was no group effect, as none of the singers showed a significant
number of breaks on any of the three f0 – F1 crossover formant conditions. There was no
significant group effect of formant conditions on the production of subharmonics when
using a vibrato, although one of the singers did show an effect when performing the
exercises that target above the f0 – F1 crossover.
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Comparison of the effect of F1 position on vibrato instability. A chi-square

test was run to analyze the effects of formant (F1) position on vibrato instability. Table
12 illustrates the results of this analysis.
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Table 12
Effects of F1 Position on Vibrato Instability
N

Y

Total

Under

130

11

144

On

120

24

144

Above

117

27

144

Total

370

62

432

A total of 432 tokens were analyzed at the three different formant crossover
positions, (on, under, and above the crossover). For the exercises targeting under the f0 –
F1 crossover, there were 11 instances of instability, 24 for on the f0 – F1 crossover, and
27 above the f0 – F1 crossover. The overall analysis for the effect of formant position on
vibrato instability was significant, !2(2, N = 429) = 8.173, p < 0.05, with the largest
number of instabilities observed when f0 was above F1.
Comparison of the effect of vibrato versus straight tone in reducing
instabilities. A chi-square test was conducted comparing the effects of vibrato versus a
straight tone in reducing subharmonics and breaks analyzing the three different formant
crossover positions (under, on, above) by singer.
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Singer 1. Singer 1 had significant results for vibrato reducing the number of

breaks on both on, !2(1, N = 72) = 17.13, p < .001, and above,
!2(1, N = 72) = 9.57, p < .01. The condition under did not produce a significant result,
!2(1, N = 72) = 3.60, p = 0.06. Comparing the vibrato to a straight tone in reducing the
number of subharmonics did not result in a significant association in any of the three
conditions; under, !2(1, N = 72) = 0.00, p = 1.00, on, !2(1, N = 72) = 1.06, p = 0.30,
above, !2(1, N = 72) = 3.18, p = 0.08. Table 13 illustrates these results. A single asterisk
represents a p-value of > .05, double asterisks represent a p-value of > .01, and triple
asterisks represent a p-value of > .001.

Table 13
Comparison of Vibrato versus Straight in Reducing Instabilities – Singer 1
Straight versus Vibrato
Breaks
Above

V < S **

On

V < S ***

Subharmonics

Under

Singer 2. Singer 2 had significant results for vibrato reducing the number of
breaks on all three conditions, under, !2(1, N = 72) = 12.78, p < .000, on, !2(1, N = 72) =
6.22, p < .01 and above, !2(1, N = 72) = 18.95, p < .001. Comparing the vibrato to a
straight tone in reducing the number of subharmonics resulted in a significant association
!).!

for above, !2(1, N = 72) = 9.57, p < .01, while under !2(1, N = 72) = 0.25, p = 0.61, and
on, !2(1, N = 72) = 0.95, p = 0.33 did not result in a significant association. Table 14
illustrates these results.

Table 14
Comparison of Vibrato versus Straight in Reducing Instabilities – Singer 2
Straight versus Vibrato
Breaks

Subharmonics

Above

V < S ***

V < S **

On

V < S **

Under

V < S ***

!
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Singer 3. Singer 3 had significant results for vibrato reducing the number of
breaks on, !2(1, N = 72) = 30.25, p < .001 and above, !2(1, N = 72) = 38.53, p < .001 the
crossover compared to the straight tone. There was no significant association for under,
!2(1, N = 72) = 2.35, p = .13. Comparing the vibrato to a straight tone in reducing the
number of subharmonics did not result in a significant association for any of the f0 – F1
crossover conditions; under !2(1, N = 72) = 1.42, p = 0.23, and on, !2(1, N = 72) = 0.00,
p = 1.00, and above, !2(1, N = 72) = 2.35, p = .13. Table 15 illustrates these results.
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Table 15
Comparison of Vibrato versus Straight in Reducing Instabilities – Singer 3
Straight versus Vibrato
Breaks

Subharmonics

Above

V < S ***

V < S **

On

V < S ***

Under

!

Singer 4. Singer 4 had significant results for vibrato reducing the number of

breaks on all three conditions, under, !2(1, N = 72) = 33.80, p < .000, on, !2(1, N = 72) =
12.51, p < .001 and above, !2(1, N = 72) = 16.16, p < .001. Comparing the vibrato to a
straight tone in reducing the number of subharmonics did not resulted in a significant
association for any of the f0 – F1 crossover conditions under, !2(1, N = 72) = 1.42, p =
0.23, and on, !2(1, N = 72) = 0.24, p = 0.52, and above, !2(1, N = 72) = 2.90, p = .89.
Table 16 illustrates these results.
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Table 16
Comparison of Vibrato versus Straight in Reducing Instabilities – Singer 4
Straight versus Vibrato
Breaks
Above

V < S ***

On

V < S ***

Under

V < S ***

Subharmonics

Vibrato sample analysis.
First, the natural vibrato tokens of each singer were analyzed for frequency rate
and extent and amplitude rate and extent. Each singer produced three tokens of the vowel
/i/ and three tokens of the vowel /u/. Singers were allowed to select the pitch and
amplitude of the vibrato, being instructed only to produce their “natural vibrato”. For the
following descriptions, the tokens were averaged to obtain an average vibrato rate and
extent for each singer. Table 17 compiles the vibrato frequency rate and extent and
amplitude rate and extent for all singers.
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Table 17
Vibrato Sample Analysis for f0 Rate and Extent
Rate (in Hz)

Extent (in %)

Singer 1 – Frequency

5.5

1.4

Singer 2 – Frequency

5.2

1.6

Singer 3 – Frequency

4.6

1.4

Singer 4 – Frequency

8.7

0.9

Singer 1 – Amplitude

5.7

7.3

Singer 2 – Amplitude

5.2

5.8

Singer 3 – Amplitude

4.8

4.6

Singer 4 - Amplitude

8.6

4.8

ANOVA Results
f0 – F1 crossover effects on vibrato f0 rate by singer. One-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA) tests were conducted on the vibrato frequency rates and extents and
amplitude rates and extents. The first analysis investigated each speaker to examine
whether they varied by the proximity of the f0 to F1. The dependent variable was vibrato
f0 rate and the independent variables were the three levels of f0 – F1 crossover. Singer 1,
F(2, 84) = 0.19, p = 0.824, Singer 2, F(2, 105) = 1.83, p = 0.165, and Singer 3,
F(2, 105) = 2.22, p = 0.114, did not have statistically significant outcomes. Singer 4 did
have a statistically significant outcome, F(2, 105) = 6.16, p = 0.003. By inspection of the
plot, this effect seems to be driven by a slightly slower rate when on the formant and
faster rates above and under the formant. Figure 7 illustrates this effect.
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Figure 7. f0 – F1 crossover effects on vibrato f0 rate - Singer 4.
!
f0 – F1 crossover effects on vibrato amplitude rate by singer. The dependent
variable was vibrato amplitude rate and the independent variables were the three levels of
f0 – F1 crossover. Singer 1, F(2, 84) = 1.63, p = 0.202, Singer 3, F(2, 105) = 0.50, p =
0.607, and Singer 4, F(2, 105) = 1.13, p = 0.329, did not have statistically significant
outcomes. Singer 2 did have a significant outcome, F(2, 105) = 3.21, p = 0.044.
Inspection of the plot shows that the effect is driven by a faster amplitude rate above the
formant, a slightly slower rate on the formant, and the slowest rate under the formant.
Figure 8 illustrates this effect.
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Figure 8. f0 – F1 crossover effects on vibrato amplitude rate - Singer 2.
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f0 – F1 crossover effects on vibrato f0 extent by singer. The dependent variable

was vibrato f0 extent and the independent variables were the three levels of f0 – F1
crossover. The effects of the formant conditions on vibrato f0 extent did not have a
significant effect for Singer 1, F(2, 84) = 2.36, p = 0.101, Singer 2,
F(2, 105) = 1.75, p = 0.128, or Singer 3, F(2, 105) = 2.14, p = 0.123. Singer 4 did have a
statistically significant outcome, F(2, 105) = 3.74, p = 0.027. Inspection of the plot
shows that this effect is driven by a slightly faster vibrato f0 extent on the formant,
slightly slower under the formant, and slowest above the formant. Figure 9 illustrates
this effect.
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Figure 9. f0 – F1 crossover effects on vibrato amplitude rate - Singer 4.

f0 – F1 crossover effects on vibrato amplitude extent by singer. The dependent
variable was vibrato amplitude extent and the independent variables were the three levels
of f0 – F1 crossover. Singer 3, F(2, 105) = 0.26, p = 0.772 and Singer 4, F(2, 104) = 2.27,
p = 0.108, did not have significant results, suggesting that formant position was effecting
vibrato amplitude extent. Singer 1 did have a statistically significant result, F(2, 84) =
7.26, p = 0.001, and by inspection of the plot, it appears that the vibrato amplitude extent
is the highest above the formant, significantly less on the formant, and even less under
the formant. Figure 10 illustrates this effect.
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Figure 10. f0 – F1 crossover effects on vibrato amplitude extent - Singer 1.

Singer 2 also had a significant outcome, F(2, 105) = 5.40, p = 0.005. Inspection
of the plot shows that this effect is highest above the formant, slightly less on the
formant, and significantly less under the formant. Figure 11 illustrates this effect.
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Figure 11. f0 – F1 crossover effects on vibrato amplitude extent - Singer 2.
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Dynamic levels on vibrato f0 rate by singer. One-way analysis of variance

(ANOVA) tests were conducted examining the effects of the dynamic levels on the
vibrato frequency rate and extent and the amplitude rate and extent. The first analysis
investigated each singer and whether dynamic level effected vibrato f0 rate. The
dependent variable was the vibrato f0 rate and the independent variable was the dynamic
level, (f, mf, p). Singer 2 did not show a statistically significant outcome,
F(2, 105) = 0.62, p = 0.542, and neither did Singer 4, F(2, 105) = 0.21, p = 0.809. Singer
1 did show effects of dynamic levels on vibrato f0 rate F(2, 84) = 1.38, p = 0.002.
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Inspection of the plot shows that this effect is driven by a higher f0 rate at f, slightly less
at mf, and significantly less at p. Figure 12 illustrates these results.

Figure 12. Dynamic level effects on vibrato f0 rate - Singer 1.

Singer 3 also had a statistically significant result, F(2, 105) = 25.62, p = 0.000.
Inspection of the plot shows that the effect is driven by faster rate at f, slightly less at mf,
and slower at p. Figure 13 illustrates this effect.
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Figure 13. Dynamic level effects on vibrato f0 rate - Singer 3.
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Dynamic level effects on vibrato amplitude rate by singer. The dependent

variable was vibrato amplitude rate and the independent variables were the three dynamic
levels. Singer 1, F(2, 84) = 2.42, p = 0.095, Singer 2, F(2, 105) = 2.79, p = 0.065, and
Singer 4, F(2, 104) = 0.31, p = 0.736, did not have statistically significant outcomes.
Singer 3 did show a significant outcome for the effect of dynamic levels on vibrato
amplitude rate, F(2, 105) = 3.46, p = 0.034. Inspection of the plot shows a slightly higher
vibrato amplitude rate at f, slightly less at mf, and reducing even more at p. Figure 14
illustrates this effect.
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Figure 14. Dynamic level effects on vibrato amplitude rate - Singer 3.

Dynamic level effects on vibrato f0 extent by singer. The dependent variable
was vibrato f0 extent and the independent variables were the three dynamic levels. Singer
2 did not have a statistically significant outcome, Singer 2 - F(2, 105) = 0.25, p = 0.776.
Singer 1 did show effects of the dynamic level on vibrato f0 extent with significant
results, F(2, 84) = 13.59, p = 0.000. Examination of the plot shows the effect is driven by
a higher f0 extent on f, less on mf, and even less on p. Figure 15 illustrates this effect.
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Figure 15. Dynamic level effects on vibrato f0 extent - Singer 1.

Singer 3 also had a significant outcome, F(2, 105) = 13.61, p= 0.00. Inspection of
the plot showed a higher f0 extent at f, slightly less at mf, and slowest at p. Figure 16
illustrates the effect of dynamic level on f0 extent for Singer 3.
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Figure 16. Dynamic level effects on vibrato f0 extent - Singer 3.

Singer 4 had a statistically significant outcome as well, F(2, 105) = 3.21,
p = 0.044. An inspection of the plot showed that the effect of dynamic level on f0 extent
was driven by a slightly slower f0 extent at f and mf and a slightly higher f0 extent at p.
Figure 17 illustrates this effect.
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Figure 17. Dynamic level effects on vibrato f0 extent - Singer 4.! !
!
!
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Dynamic level effects on vibrato amplitude extent by singer. The dependent

variable was vibrato amplitude extent and the independent variables were the three
dynamic levels. Singer 1 did not have a statistically significant outcome, F(2, 84) = 0.18,
p = 0.836, and neither did Singer 2, F(2, 105) = 0.59,
p = 0.557. Singer 3 had a significant outcome, F(2, 105) = 17.76, p > 0.000. Inspection
of the plot shows the effect is being driven by a slightly lowered vibrato amplitude extent
at mf, and significantly increased vibrato amplitude extent at p. Figure 18 illustrates this
effect.
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Figure 18. Dynamic level effects on vibrato amplitude extent - Singer 3.

Singer 4 also had a statistically significant ANOVA result, F(2, 104) = 13.37,
p = 0.000 Inspection of the plot demonstrated that the effect was similar to Singer 3,
driven by a slightly higher vibrato amplitude extent at f, and significantly higher
amplitude extent at p. Figure 19 illustrates this effect.
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Figure 19. Dynamic level effects on vibrato amplitude extent - Singer 4.
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Effect of F1 Position and Natural Vibrato on f0 extent. This analysis

investigated each singer and whether formant (F1) position or natural vibrato effected
vibrato f0 extent. The dependent variable was vibrato f0 rate and the independent variable
was ‘task’ (a four level variable comprised of the natural vibrato on and the three
crossover conditions). Singer 3 did not show a significant outcome,
F(3, 38) = 0.63, p = 0.602, however singers 1, 2, and 4 did. Singer 1 had a result of
F(3, 38) = 1.67, p > 0.000. Inspection of the plot revealed that the smallest f0 extent was
on the natural vibrato sample. It increased significantly for conditions under and above
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the formant and was slightly higher on the f0 – F1 crossover. Figure 20 illustrates this
effect. NA represents the singer’s natural vibrato f0 extent.

!
Figure 20. Effect of F1 position and natural vibrato on f0 extent - Singer 1.

Singer 2 also had a statistically significant outcome, F(3, 38) = 11.05, p > 0.000.
Similarly to Singer 1, the natural vibrato f0 extent was the lowest. Formant conditions on
the crossover were significantly increased, with conditions under the crossover slightly
higher and conditions above the f0 – F1 crossover the highest. Figure 21 illustrates this
effect. NA represents the singer’s natural vibrato f0 extent.
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Figure 21. Effect of F1 position and natural vibrato on f0 extent - Singer 2.

Singer 4 had a statistically significant ANOVA result as well,
F(3, 38 ) = 5.68, p = 0.002. Examination of the plot reveals the effect of the formant
conditions and natural vibrato on the f0 extent are driven by the lowest extent at
conditions above the f0 – F1 crossover, slightly higher for the natural vibrato and
conditions on the crossover, and even slightly higher under the f0 – F1 crossover. Figure
22 demonstrates this effect.
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Figure 22. Effect of F1 position and natural vibrato on f0 extent - Singer 4.
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Analysis of results by individual singers. From the previously presented

acoustic analyses, it appears that certain distinctions can be made among the singers
studied. The following sections summarize the results for each singer.
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Singer 1. Singer 1 is a 26-year-old female who has 10 years of classical voice

training and 7 years of professional voice experience. In the overall analysis of the
effects of f0 – F1 crossover conditions resulting in breaks in a straight tone, she had a
significant number of breaks on the f0 – F1 crossover. Vibrato was significantly
associated with reducing the number of breaks compared to the straight tone on the
conditions above and on the f0 – F1 crossover conditions. The mean vibrato f0 rate for
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Singer 1 was 5.5 Hz and the mean f0 extent was 1.4%. The mean amplitude rate was 5.7
Hz and the mean amplitude extent was 7.3%.
Singer 1 had a significant ANOVA result when examining the effects of the f0 –
F1 crossover conditions on vibrato amplitude extent. The plot showed that there was a
higher amplitude extent when above the f0 – F1 crossover compared to conditions on and
under the f0 – F1 crossover. Singer 1 also had a significant ANOVA result when
examining the effects of dynamic levels (p, mf, f) on vibrato f0 rate. The plot showed that
there was a higher vibrato f0 rate at f, slightly lower at mf, and even lower at p. There was
a significant ANOVA outcome when examining the effects of dynamic levels on the
vibrato f0 extent. The plot showed that the f0 extent was the highest at f, slightly lower at
mf, and much lower at p. Singer 1 had a significant ANOVA result of comparing the
natural vibrato f0 extent to the f0 – F1 crossover conditions. The plot showed that the
natural vibrato f0 extent was significantly lower than the f0 – F1 crossover conditions.
The highest vibrato extent was above the f0 – F1 crossover, followed by under, and on the
f0 – F1 crossover.
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Singer 2. Singer 2 is a 26-year-old female who has 10 years of classical voice

training and 10 years of professional voice experience. In the overall analysis of the
effects of f0 – F1 crossover conditions resulting in breaks in a straight tone, she had a
significant number of subharmonics on the f0 – F1 crossover. Singer 2 produced
subharmonics consistently throughout the exercises, including in her natural samples of
vibrato. Vibrato was significantly associated with reducing the number of breaks
compared to the straight tone with all of the f0 – F1 crossover conditions, under, on, and
above, and the number of subharmonics with the condition above. The mean vibrato f0
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rate for Singer 2 was 5.2 Hz and the meant f0 extent was 1.6%. The mean amplitude rate
was 5.2 Hz and the mean amplitude extent was 5.8%.
Singer 2 had a significant ANOVA outcome when examining the effects of the f0
– F1 crossover conditions on the vibrato amplitude rate. An inspection of the plot
showed that the highest vibrato amplitude rate was above the f0 – F1 crossover, slightly
lower on the f0 – F1 crossover, and lower under the f0 – F1 crossover. Singer 2 also had a
significant ANOVA result when examining the effects of the f0 – F1 crossover conditions
on vibrato amplitude extent. The plot showed that the highest vibrato amplitude extent
happened above the f0 – F1 crossover, lower on the f0 – F1 crossover, and much lower
under the f0 – F1 crossover. The final significant result for Singer 2 was an ANOVA test
comparing the natural vibrato f0 extent to the f0 – F1 crossover conditions. Examination
of the plot showed that the natural vibrato f0 extent was significantly lower than the f0 –
F1 crossover conditions. The highest vibrato f0 extent was above the f0 – F1 crossover,
followed by under the f0 – F1 crossover and slightly lower on the f0 – F1 crossover.
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Singer 3. Singer 3 is a 35-year-old male who has 12 years of classical voice

training and 11 years of professional voice experience. In the overall analysis of the
effects of f0 – F1 crossover conditions resulting in breaks in a straight tone, he had a
significant number of frequency breaks above the f0 – F1 crossover in the chi-square test.
Vibrato was significantly associated with reducing the number of breaks compared to the
straight tone with the f0 – F1 crossover conditions, under and above, and the number of
subharmonics with the condition above. The mean vibrato f0 rate for Singer 3 was 4.6 Hz
and the mean f0 extent was 1.4%. The mean amplitude rate was 4.8 Hz and the mean
amplitude extent was 4.6%.
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Singer 3 had a significant ANOVA result when examining the effects of f0 – F1
crossover conditions on the vibrato amplitude rate. The plot showed the highest vibrato
amplitude rate above the f0 – F1 crossover, slightly less on the f0 – F1 crossover, and
slightly less under the f0 – F1 crossover. Singer 3 also had a significant ANOVA
outcome when examining the effects of f0 – F1 crossover conditions on vibrato amplitude
extent. Examination of the plot showed that the effect was driven by the highest
amplitude extent above the f0 – F1 crossover, less on the f0 – F1 crossover, and
increasingly less under the f0 – F1 crossover. Finally, Singer 3 had a significant ANOVA
outcome when comparing the natural vibrato f0 extent to the f0 – F1 crossover conditions.
Examination of the plot showed that the natural vibrato f0 extent was significantly lower
than the f0 – F1 crossover conditions. The highest vibrato f0 extent was above the f0 – F1
crossover, followed by under the f0 – F1 crossover and slightly lower on the f0 – F1
crossover. The ANOVA analysis for vibrato extent is scaled as a percent. It is possible
that since Singer 3 is skilled at sustaining a strong vibrato at a very low amplitude this
may have warped the extent measure.
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Singer 4. Singer 4 is a 34-year-old female who has 20 years of classical voice

training and 20 years of professional voice experience. In the overall analysis of the
effects of f0 – F1 crossover conditions resulting in breaks in a straight tone, she had a
significant number of frequency breaks under the f0 – F1 crossover in the chi-square test.
Vibrato was significantly associated with reducing the number of breaks compared to the
straight tone with all of the f0 – F1 crossover conditions, under, on, and above. The mean
vibrato f0 rate for Singer 4 was 8.7 Hz and the mean f0 extent was 0.9%. The mean
amplitude rate was 8.7 Hz and the mean amplitude extent was 4.8%.
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Singer 4 had a significant ANOVA result when examining the effects of f0 – F1
crossover conditions on the vibrato f0 rate. The plot showed the highest vibrato amplitude
rates above and under the f0 – F1 crossover with slightly less on the f0 – F1 crossover.
Singer 4 also had a significant ANOVA outcome when examining the effects of f0 – F1
crossover conditions on vibrato amplitude rate. Examination of the plot showed that the
effect was driven by the highest amplitude rate under the f0 – F1 crossover, slightly less
on the f0 – F1 crossover, and increasingly less above the f0 – F1 crossover. Singer 4 had a
significant ANOVA outcome when examining the effects of f0 – F1 crossover conditions
on vibrato f0 extent. The examination of the plot showed the vibrato f0 extent was the
lowest above the f0 - F1 crossover, slightly higher under the f0 - F1 crossover, and the
highest on the f0 - F1 crossover.
Singer 4 had a significant ANOVA outcome when examining the effects of
dynamic levels on vibrato f0 extent. Examination of the plot showed that the vibrato f0
extent was the least at f, slightly increased at mf, and the largest at p. Singer 4 had a
significant ANOVA outcome when examining the effects of dynamic levels on vibrato
amplitude extent. Examination of the plot showed that the vibrato amplitude was least at
mf, slightly increased at f, and the largest at p. Finally, Singer 4 also had a significant
ANOVA outcome when comparing the natural vibrato f0 extent to the f0 – F1 crossover
conditions. Examination of the plot showed that the natural vibrato f0 extent was not
lower than the f0 – F1 crossover conditions. The highest vibrato f0 extent was under the f0
– F1 crossover, followed by on the f0 – F1 crossover, slightly less with the natural vibrato
f0 extent, and a markedly lower extent above the f0 – F1 crossover.
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Chapter 4
Discussion
Introduction
Carl Seashore’s definition of vibrato is as applicable to the study of vibrato today
as it was in 1938.
“A good vibrato is a pulsation of pitch, usually accompanied with synchronous
pulsations of loudness and timbre, of such extent and rate as to give a pleasing flexibility,
tenderness, and richness to the tone.” (Seashore, 1967, p. 33).
This study strove to examine how vibrato, when functioning in adherence to the
criteria defined by Seashore, does not only add a richness and depth to the vocal quality
of the singer, but also can possibly serve as a mechanical stabilizing effect when the
voice signal encounters the potential unstable areas of voicing resulting from non-linear
source-filter interactions. It was hypothesized that by adding vibrato through the point in
which f0 crosses F1 the singer will be able to reduce instabilities due to f0 –F1
interactions. A concise summation of the results will be presented first, followed by a
discussion of how these results are applicable for both the artistic and scientific worlds,
limitations, and questions spurred by this study for future research of these topics.
Summary
It is clear that vibrato reduces instabilities in the form of frequency breaks. It
does not, however, reduce the appearance of subharmonics. Vibrato had the greatest
effect of reducing frequency break instabilities overall, especially when the singer’s vocal
signal was above the f0 – F1 crossover. There was a tendency for more frequency breaks
in the vocal signal to occur when the singers performed the exercises with a straight tone.
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Far fewer breaks occurred when the singers performed the exercises with the addition of
vibrato. This was most significant when the singer was phonating above the f0 – F1
crossover. When examining the singer’s results individually, vibrato was found to
significantly reduce the number of breaks on the f0 – F1 crossover conditions above, and
on when compared to the straight tone for all four singers. Singers 2 and 4 also had a
significant reduction in breaks under the crossover. Singers 2 and 3 saw a significant
reduction in the number of subharmonics above the f0 – F1 crossover conditions with
vibrato when compared to the straight tone. While less powerful than group-level
analysis, these results tend to support the view that the stabilizing effects of vibrato are
especially effective when those instabilities are the result of the instability expected when
f0 is immediately above F1. Individual results were also observed with the effects of
dynamic levels (p, mf, f) on the vibrato parameters of f0 rate and extent and amplitude rate
and extent. These results varied by singers.
Singer’s Natural Vibrato parameters
Previous investigators have provided quantitative data on the characteristics of the
vibrato (Dejoncker et al., 1995; Sundberg, 1987, Titze, 2000). The general consensus
among these authors is that a normal vibrato has a rate of 4 – 7 Hz and extent of 0 to +/3%.
In the current investigation, mean vibrato rates were obtained from all four
singers’ natural vibrato samples. It was found that 3 of the 4 singers produced vibrato
that fell into this range. While Singer 4 produced a slightly faster vibrato rate, analysis of
her vibrato patterns revealed a regular repeating waveform and extent with the only
deviation being a faster rate. A professional singer who specializes in specific generes of
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music often develops a vocal persona consistent with that style. This essentially becomes
the vocal posturing that the singer uses when performing. Singer 4 has a vibrato rate that
is consistent with the stylistic demands of the musical genres (jazz and blues) that she
typically performs, particularly vocalists such as Nina Simone.
Singer Profiles
More than 1,000 measures were made in this study, reflecting analysis of
numerous variables (f0 – F1 crossover conditions, dynamic levels). Quantitative analysis
have been presented in the Results section, however, a more cohesive description (in the
form of a profile of each singer) was thought to be a useful summary of their vocal
capabilities. These are now presented.
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Singer 1. The possible effect of the f0 – F1 crossover on the vibrato f0 extent of

Singer 1 was illustrated by a faster vibrato f0 extent at all three of the f0 – F1 crossover
conditions compared to her natural vibrato. She may also have been affected by the f0 –
F1 crossover conditions on her vibrato amplitude extent, reflected in an increased extent
on the above and on conditions. Dynamic levels also affected the vibrato f0 rate and
extent. Both parameters, f0 rate and extent, were increased with the forte dynamic level.
The vibrato amplitude rate of Singer 1 was not significantly affected by any of the f0 – F1
crossover conditions. It is notable that Singer 1 has a history of vocal pathologies,
however it is unclear if this contributed to her results in any way.
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Singer 2. Singer 2 was possibly affected by the effects of the f0 – F1 crossover
conditions on her vibrato f0 extent, displayed by a slightly increased extent on the above
f0 – F1 crossover conditions compared to her natural vibrato. Both the vibrato amplitude
rate and extent were adversely affected by the f0 – F1 crossover conditions, reflected by
an increased rate and extent, most increased above the f0 – F1 crossover conditions. The
vibrato f0 rate and extent were not significantly affected by any of the f0 – F1 crossover
conditions. Dynamic levels also did not seem have an adverse effect on her vibrato.
Singer 2 consistently displayed subharmonics in her vocal signal, although they were not
audible and did not interfere with her overall vocal quality. One possible explanation for
the subharmonics may be that her vocal folds were not completely adducted due to a
glottal chink that may encompass much of the length of the vocal folds. This incomplete
closure would allow for reduced glottal impedance and additional instability in her vocal
signal that may show up as subharmonics.
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Singer 3. Singer 3 did not show a significant deviation from his natural vibrato f0

extent when compared to the vibrato f0 extent of the f0 – F1 crossover conditions. He was
not significantly affected by the f0 – F1 crossover conditions on any of the vibrato
parameters. However, dynamic level changes resulted in significant results for all of his
vibrato parameters. For vibrato f0 rate and extent and amplitude rate, the dynamic level
forte was the most affected. The opposite was true when examining the effects of
dynamic levels on vibrato amplitude extent. His vibrato amplitude extent increased the
most with piano. It is notable that Singer 3 demonstrated exquisite breath control
through his ability to sustain stable vibrato on very low dynamic levels. It is possible that
this vocal ability is skewing his dynamic level results for the effects of dynamic levels on
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vibrato amplitude extent, especially in consideration of the fact that MDVP quantifies
extent in percentage terms. Singer 3 was the most affected by the f0 – F1 interactions.
Additionally, he was the only male in the study. Titze et al. (2008) found that males were
more affected by the f0 – F1 interactions than females.
Singer 4. The natural vibrato f0 extent was very close to the on and under f0 – F1
crossover conditions vibrato f0 extent. It decreased slightly when above the f0 – F1
crossover conditions. The vibrato parameters of Singer 4 were all adversely affected by
one of the independent variables. The f0 – F1 crossover conditions affected the vibrato f0
rate, shown by a decreased rate for the on f0 – F1 crossover condition. It also affected the
vibrato amplitude rate, however this was illustrated by an increased rate at the under f0 –
F1 crossover conditions. Dynamic levels were affected both the vibrato f0 and amplitude
extent. Both were increased when encountering the piano dynamic level. Singer 4 has
the greatest amount of vocal training and is very skilled in using her instrument. This
expertise may explain why she is not affected by the f0 – F1 crossover condition above
like the other singers. However, another explanation could be that the degree of coupling
of the epilarynx and vocal folds was such that it was closer to a linear source-filter
interaction. For example, the Singer 4 may not have been using a constricted epilarynx
coupling, therefore, reducing the possibility of f0 – F1 interactions. Also, she could be
engaging additional laryngeal musculature that also functions as a stabilizing agent and
provide a more stable foundation for her voice. Additionally, Singer 4 also has the
fastest vibrato rate; it is unclear how this contributes to her results.
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Singers’ Subjective Observations
The singers were instructed to provide the investigator with verbal feedback
throughout the exercises of what they were experiencing All singers reported having
more difficulty matching the pitch when it was above the f0 – F1 crossover, regardless of
if or how their vocal signal was affected. It was observed that after the initial token, all
subjects still required more time when matching the target pitch for the above condition
than on previous exercises at under and on the f0 – F1 crossover to match the exact pitch.
The investigator, data collector, and the singers all observed that the singers tried to alter
the quality of the vowel more at the pitches above the f0 – F1 crossover. The singers
verbally acknowledged, without prompting, that it was “much harder” for that exercise.
Vowel shaping was one of the elements that was controlled for in this study through the
use of the Sona-Match template over the active window. As the singers produced the
vowel, it was monitored in real-time. The singers were required to match the vowel
template of the target F1 value and not employ vowel modification techniques such as
“bending” or “shaping” the vowel.
Singer 3 reported difficulty with vibrato production occurring above the f0 – F1
crossovers. Vibrato was audibly unstable, strained, and effortful at this condition. It was
an audible deviation from his natural vibrato, which had a smooth, effortless quality.
While it seems clear that vibrato can apparently reduce the number of vocal signal
instabilities, especially those taking the form of pitch breaks, it is unclear exactly why
this is so. It is also unclear as to why a group effect across the singers was not seen.
As excellent as the musical training was for the subjects in this study and as great
as their ability was to control their laryngeal mechanism, data from this study suggests
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that ordinarily well-controlled voices can deteriorate in quality because of acoustically
induced instabilities in energy transfer in the vowel tract. This underscores the
significant challenge that the vocalist faces in achieving the specifications dictated by the
music and/or the composer. It would appear that the ability of the singer to keep all of
these factors regulated significantly determines the quality of the performer’s voice.
Following are several different speculations that may be working in tandem or
independently to facilitate the outcome.
Vibrato Origin
While there is still uncertainty regarding why vibrato actually occurs, current
research strongly suggests that there is a neuromuscular contribution to it, or as stated by
Ramig & Shipp (1987), a “stabilized physiological tremor in the laryngeal muscles”. The
possibility exists that vibrato requires a perfectly balanced source-filter interaction and
deviations from this balance interfere with “good” vibrato. Vibrato requires regularity
and consistency of the waveform cycle to cycle. It is also dependent on the origin and
relationship of the muscles in the vestibule in relation to the vocal folds. They are
directly related to each other in very specific ways, with this relationship influencing the
dynamics of the vocal folds with the recruitment of the muscle fibers in the vestibule. It
is possible that a high level of neuromuscular control both initiates and maintains the
stability of the vibrato pattern.
Vibrato Deviations
When vocal vibrato deviates from Seashore’s (1938) definition, it is no longer
designated as “good” and can potentially become problematic for the singer. The highly
trained singer makes adjustments to avoid these instabilities. Professional singers cannot
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afford to experience vocal instabilities, from any source, during a performance. Their job
depends on the ability to accurately and consistently sing whatever role they are currently
playing. Through countless hours of practice, the singers have sifted through the various
variables associated with producing the vocal output that is stylistically demanded by the
role they are singing. This practice is what keeps them on the mark despite any vocal
instabilities they might encounter. When they are finally standing on stage, as the curtain
rises, hearing the orchestra finish the overture with the audience eagerly awaiting their
first notes, the singers knows exactly how they have to control their vocal mechanism in
order to produce the voice required. They know how it feels and can instantly adapt
when things feel “slightly off the mark”.
Professional singers possess vocal qualities that the novice singer generally does
not exhibit. A pure voice that is full-bodied and resonant is a desired vocal sound.
Professional singers favor the technique of narrowing and tapering the vestibule so it has
a coupling effect. This techniques creates the “singer’s formant” which adds a desirable
acoustical enhancement to the vocal signal (Sundberg, 1974). However, this condition
puts the singer at risk for the very conditions that may destabilize their vocal signal.
The Potential Benefit of Vocal Warm-up Exercises
Standard vocal warm-up exercises for singers include glissandos (pitch glides
where each note is not clearly articulated, instead the singer is rapidly ascending or
descending to the desired end note), which often are performed across several octaves.
These are done using lip trills, tongue trills, vowels, nasals, and other consonants while
producing the glissando. Singers practice these exercises to help “smooth” out the
transitions between vocal registers (passaggios) and to gain more control of their voice.
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The majority of singers do not have a working knowledge of the acoustical properties of
their voice and are therefore, most likely unaware that the f0 – F1 interaction is occurring.
They are aware, however, of how their voice “feels” as they use it. Singers are incredibly
attuned to every detail of their voice, especially when they are encountering vocal
trouble. Since vocal struggles during a performance are unacceptable for a professional
vocalist, singers strive to eliminate the possibility of such vocal struggles from their
instrument. Titze (2006) found that the f0 – F1 interaction was present in the vocal
glissando, due to the non-linear source-filter interaction. As he stated, the benefit of this
interaction is that the sound output is increased and vocal quality is potentially improved,
albeit at the cost of f0 – F1 crossover instabilities. Since all four of the singers in this
study have studied classical voice for numerous years and demonstrate very skilled vocal
technique, it is very possible that they have, through years of practicing such vocal warmups as the glissando, simply learned to adjust their vocal mechanism when encountering
the areas of instabilities. These singers may be engaging additional laryngeal
musculature to provide additional stability of the vocal mechanism or enlisting a more
finely controlled execution of muscles at the motor planning level. Additionally, the
rapid movement of the glissando may assist in a smoother transition through the
instability zone and potentially help them avoid instabilities in their vocal signal. This
situation is analogous with ice skating. Imagine an ice skater circling the ice rink. There
is a dip in the ice resulting in a surface that is no longer perfectly smooth. If the skater
stops right on the dip in the ice, it may cause problems with her balance or overall
stability. On the other hand, if she is going fast enough and maintains the momentum
across the dip, she will glide right over it and her balance will not be compromised by the
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potential instability in the ice. Similarly to this scenario, the continued movement of
vibrato provides a vehicle for the voice to travel quickly and smoothly across the
instability zone.
Potential Benefit of Vibrato as a Stabilizing Mechanism
Vibrato is thought of to be a sign of a “healthy” voice (Benniger, Jacbson, &
Johnson, 1994). The results of this study raise another possibility for the benefit of using
of vibrato in the singing voice. The vibrato may be functioning as a stabilizing
mechanism against the instabilities induced by the f0 – F1 interactions. As previously
stated, the addition of vibrato to the f0 – F1 crossover conditions resulted in a significant
reduction of pitch breaks at all conditions (under, on, above).
!

Vibrato requires that the singer be free of excess tension in order for vibrato to be

present in the voice (Nair, 1999). It is understood that tension in the laryngeal,
pharyngeal, or lingual regions can disrupt the natural vibrato. This tension effectively
“cancels” out the vibrato (Nair, 1999). Sundberg’s (1995) notion that vibrato is an
audible message to the audience indicating that the singer is not under any kind of vocal
distress, could potentially support the idea that instability of vibrato is a result of these
unstable areas in the source-filter mechanism. Why is it that tension can eliminate or
interfere with vibrato, yet the addition of vibrato at the unstable f0 – F1 conditions seems
to stabilize the vocal signal? What is it about vibrato that facilitated this change? While
the glissando warm-up exercises allow the singer to “practice” maintaining a stable vocal
signal as they glide through the f0 – F1 interaction area, this would not explain how the
singers practice maintaining vocal stability when encountering the f0 – F1 interaction on a
sustained tone. One possible answer may be that the f0 - F1 interactions do not
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correspond with modern musical notations, therefore, eliminating the possibility of vocal
instability resulting from the f0 – F1 interaction while sustaining musical notes (provided
the singer is not sharp or flat). However, F1 varies continuously, even when the singer is
sustaining a pitch. There will be an equal opportunity that at any given note the F1 may
interact. Assuming that this is not the case and singers have the potential to encounter
the f0 – F1 interaction while singing any note, vibrato may be functioning as a stabilizing
mechanism to avoid vocal struggle.
Consider the very definition of how vibrato works; it is a fluctuation both above
and below the mean pitch. If a straight tone is not being used, forcing the singer to
produce a difficult note, the vibrato, through the fluctuating waveform, may provide the
momentum for the singer to maintain stability by keeping the vocal system in perfect
balance and thereby providing a stable vocal platform even in the presence of the f0 – F1
interaction. In this case, the vibrato would indeed be functioning not only as a pleasing
vocal ornament, but also serving a more critical role as a stabilizing mechanism against
vocal instabilities resulting from the f0 – F1 interaction.
Significance of Results for Singers
The findings of this study are beneficial for the vocal world as well as the
scientific world. Voice teachers often explain the benefit of glissandos as smoothing out
the transitions between registers and training breath support. The results of this study
suggest that by including exercises of glissandos in the vocal warm-up and practice,
singers are training their vocal mechanism to adjust and maintain stability when facing
the f0 – F1 crossover instable area. Additionally, while it is not important for the voice
teachers and vocalists to know exactly the f0 and F1 values for where these instabilities
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are prone to occur, a basic understanding of this potential unstable area a vocalist may
face may prove to be enlightening. With this understanding, vocal teachers and vocalists
can rely on techniques such as adding vibrato, if it is artistically appropriate, or
modifying the vowel, thereby adjusting the F1 values so they no longer are in the
unstable area. A more complex understanding of the vocal mechanism will allow both
singers and voice teachers to understand why such vocal instabilities happen and
potentially provide an understanding of which vocal techniques will be the most
beneficial in eliminating the undesired vocal behaviors.
Ideal Larynx Position for Singers
Singers are trained to have a “locked” or lowered larynx while singing (Brown,
1996; Miller, 1996; Monahan, 2006). An exception to this practice is when belting style
or falsetto is being used, both of which require an elevated larynx position. A larynx that
is in a lowered position does not produce as much constriction in the epilarynx (laryngeal
vestibule) as an elevated larynx. Singers using a lowered larynx position would have a
wider epilarynx coupled to a wider vocal tract. Non-linear source-filter interaction, as
discussed by Titze (2008), describes the effects of a constricted epilarynx and how this
results in an increased number of instabilities at the f0 – F1 crossover. The wider
epilarynx may have prevented instabilities at f0 above F1 due to the decreased constriction
and the reduced coupling between the vocal tract and glottis.
If some or all of the singers in this study were performing the exercises with a
lowered larynx position, this theory could explain why there was not an overall group
effect of increased instabilities at or above the f0 – F1 crossover in all exercises and all
conditions.
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Effect of Non-Musical Tones
An intriguing question arose when analyzing the F1 values for each singer. For
all four singers, the F1 values produced did not equate to an exact musical note. Some of
the values were closer to the target than others, but all were sharp or flat of the musical
pitch. Professionally trained singers have all received practice in aural skills (ear
training) throughout their musical career. It is imperative that singers are able to
accurately and consistently match pitch while singing. Some singers have absolute, or
perfect, pitch recognition, which is often referred to as “colored hearing” (Luchsinger &
Arnold, 1965). This type of musical intelligence is rare, where musicians are able to
immediately recognize and identify the note heard or required to produce. None of the
singers in this study had absolute pitch, however all singers had relative pitch recognition
or recognition of tonal quality due to their extensive study and internalization of musical
pitches.
Singers routinely practice exercises where they are required to “sight sing” or
produce certain musical intervals, such as a perfect 4th or minor 7th, by knowing how it
“feels”. This skill is invaluable to the professional who is required to sight-sing musical
scores with a high, if not perfect, level of accuracy. All of the singers in this study
demonstrated relative pitch recognition throughout the performance of the exercises
through accurately producing the target pitch on subsequent productions once the target
pitch was established. However, they were challenged by the experimental task, which
were not exact notes and no audible reference was provided for the singers to “match” for
the initial production. Their singing task was also made more difficult since no musical
notation was provided. Instead, they were directed to make their pitch match a target
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line. Thus, their pitch recognition skills did not immediately enable them to “hit” a
targeted pitch. This often resulted in their singing flat or sharp and requiring various
amounts of time to “find” the right pitch. The condition above the f0 – F1 crossover was
harder for the singers to find the target pitch, demonstrated by much longer times finding
the initial pitch. The singers all demonstrated pitch memory and were able to accurately
produce the desired pitch on subsequent productions. It was interesting to note that none
of the singers in this study had F1 values that were exact matches to a musical note.
Whether this would have applied to other vowels is unknown since only two vowels, /i/
and /u/, were analyzed.
Vowel Modification Techniques to Suppress Destabilization
Singers regularly use the technique of vowel modification while singing to ensure
that the audience will perceive the word they are singing. Quite often, especially at
higher pitches, vowel modification is required to make the singer’s words understood. It
is possible that singers are also using vowel modification when they encounter unstable
areas in their voice. The following are three alternative techniques that singers may be
actively engaging during vocal performances to suppress the destabilization effects of the
f0 – F1 interaction. First, if the singer has to accommodate the pitch to the vowel or the
vowel to the pitch, he or she may slightly alter oral resonance (“bend” or “shape”) of the
vowel to maintain pitch stability. Alternatively, the pitch may coincide with the formant
frequency and any pitch immediately above it may take it into the unstable area. In this
situation, because the vibrato would take the singer into the unstable area, the singer may
attempt to produce a vibrato that is technically flat to avoid this circumstance. Finally,
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although less likely, the singer may alter the nature of his or her vibrato to avoid the
unstable region completely.
Singers routinely engage in the first technique; in fact, vowel modification is an
important technique for all singers. Often, especially with /!/ and /æ/, singers are
instructed to ‘round’ the vowel more to move away from a too “dark” or too “bright”
sound. Different vocal registers also require vowel modification to ensure that the
vowels the audience perceives sounds “right”. The goal of vowel modification is to
provide the listener with the illusion of the required vowel sound while maintaining a
pure and beautiful vocal tone (Adams, 1999).
The second technique, producing a vibrato that is technically flat, is highly
unlikely given the understanding of how vibrato works. As vibrato is an equal
fluctuation, both above and below the mean pitch, producing a vibrato that was flat or
sharp would infer that the mean pitch is flat or sharp. While unskilled or novice singers
may not be aware of this, professional singers are highly aware of the pitches they are
producing and strive to be perfectly on pitch. The final suggestion, also very unlikely, is
that the singer would consciously alter the nature of their vibrato. Singers generally are
not aware of “how” they are producing their vibrato. Some singers are skilled at
manipulating the speed of their vibrato as an artistic choice, for example, to portray an
aging singer, the performer would slow the rate of their vibrato down to a “wobble”.
Although such artistic choices require the singer to consciously alter the nature of their
natural vibrato, singers generally do not manipulate their vibrato during the course of a
song without justifiable reason. All four singers were observed attempting to use vowel
modification as they performed the tasks, most often on the tasks above the f0 – F1
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crossover. This was observed on the Sona-Match template and singers were instructed to
return to the target vowel. This immediate, instinctual reaction by the singers to engage
the vowel modification techniques when they were encountering the unstable areas is
highly suggestive that this is a techniques used routinely to manage vocal signal
instabilities.
Limitations
Despite the fact that an investigator attempts to control for obvious variables,
often this cannot be done. In the present study, a limitation understood from the
beginning was a small sample size. Efforts were made to control for this by very
stringent experimental controls. Nonetheless, it is clearly acknowledged that a realistic
estimate of normal variability may not have been achieved in the present study. A study
such as this, requiring subjects who have extensive training and skill as well as exquisite
control of their vocal mechanism and overall vocal abilities can be difficult to undertake.
None of the four singers in this study lived in the same city as the investigator and were
brought in for the study. Additionally, all four are currently working professionally as
vocal performers and scheduling around auditions and show runs can be quite difficult.
In the limited time available to complete this research, there was not enough time to
arrange schedule and travel accommodations for a significant number of subjects.
An additional factor is that while all singers met the subject criteria, and are all
currently working as musical theater performers, they are heterogeneous as a subject
pool. They were different in many aspects, including their instability patterns, which
may prove to be limiting to an overall group effect.
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Ensuring accuracy of data collection. Recognizing the small sample size,

multiple measurements were made exceeding 1,000 total samples. These data were
scrupulously collected in the same manner for all subjects and were monitored within a
session to ensure that testing conditions did not vary throughout the experimental session.
This was particularly true of mouth to microphone distance and observance of avoiding
acoustic distortion due to digital clipping.
Non-biased data recording was achieved by using an independent data recorder
and monitor who had no relationship to the subjects and had no vested interest in the
study. This independent data recorder ensured that the collected data was identical for all
subjects tested.
The principal investigator, ever mindful of her personal association with each of
the subjects, maintained a strict protocol of administering stimuli and instructions to all
subjects. No coaching or personal encouragement was given to the subjects while
performing the experimental tasks.
In an attempt to minimize bias in selecting data for analysis, the smallest voice
sample was listened to in order to accurately ensure that correct data was being selected
for analysis of a particular task. On average, the listener heard only a maximum of one
second of voicing and thus, the identity of the subjects was not identifiable by the
principal investigator. The caveat to this is that it is clear that a male voice was being
selected for analysis because there was only one male in the study. However, the gender
of the subject did not influence the analysis of the data, which was quantitative in nature
and statistically analyzed. Although it is recognized that the best experimental model
would include a blind assignment and analysis, it is believed that the highest levels of
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objectivity were ensured by the rigid requirements for obtaining data and in the
subsequent analysis of the measures.
An independent investigator, who had no relationship with the conduct of the
experiment, performed the actual statistical analysis and graphic representation of the raw
data. For reliability assessment, it would be advisable to obtain intra- and inter-judge
reliabilities by remeasuring 10-20% of the samples.
Future Research
The f0 – F1 crossover conditions of under, on, and above were selected to be one
semitone below the f0 – F1 crossover point for under, and one semitone above the f0 – F1
crossover point for above. Future research may investigate if the effects of instabilities
are more dramatic at various distances from the f0 – F1 crossover. For example, would a
quartertone in either distance be a more accurate example of non-linear source-filter
interaction or a larger interval in either distance? Such a study would provide a more
precise knowledge of the range of the f0 – F1 crossover instability zone.
The same study could be performed with singers matched for vocal style.
Musical theater is a highly varied genre where many singer “types” are not as tightly
controlled as classical styles. Studying a more homogenous group of singers would help
differentiate between individual differences and differences between vocal styles and
types.
The singers’ performances in the current study raised questions about the
mechanism that creates vibrato that calls for future study. The results of these four highly
trained singers raised even more questions about what the “vibrato” mechanism is doing.
An exploration of vibrato in a deeper and different way to take it beyond the accepted
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definitions and understandings of vibrato is needed.

This could also involve the use of

flexible fiberoptic endoscopic exams while performing the exercises to observe the
positioning of the larynx and the dimension of the laryngeal cavity. Use of endoscopy
would provide invaluable information concerning what laryngeal muscles the individual
singers are recruiting to produce their vibrato and how the larynx is positioned.
For example, are different muscles being used while vibrato is being produced,
and if so, how is this reflected in the quality and measurable parameters of the singer’s
vibrato. When singers have a higher amplitude extent or rate, how is this reflected in the
laryngeal cavity? Similarly, with a faster vibrato f0 rate, is there a different configuration
of the larynx or other observable deviations that offers insight into what may be
influencing the rate? It is predicted that observable differences will be noted, such as the
openness or constriction of the larynx, that may shed light on laryngeal factors that are
either influencing or contributing to the singers individual vibrato style.
Additionally, further research should be undertaken to study if investigating the
F1 values, individually, for singers and examining any of the F1 values for the vowels to
see if there is a pattern of F1 values being consistently “off” from the musical notation. If
this is the case, it may explain why professional singers do not seem to have difficulties
with f0 – F1 crossover instabilities when singing. Consequently, if the F1 values did not
match musical notation, singers would have a significantly lower chance of encountering
instabilities while singing. Techniques, such as bending or shaping the vowels, could be
used as an additional safeguard to ensure that such instabilities would not interfere with
their performance.
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Tasks targeting the f0 – F1 crossover conditions within a glissando were
subjectively analyzed for pitch breaks and subharmonics, however were not statistically
analyzed as the point where the f0 – F1 crossover occurred was not coded, and were not
included in the results of the current study. Titze (2006) used glissandos as a way to
identify the instability zone within the glissando. A future study is proposed examining
trained versus untrained singers performing glissandos that would include a potential f0 –
F1 crossover and sustained tones at the f0 – F1 instability zone. It is predicted that the
trained singers would benefit most from the use of the glissando, however, even the
untrained singers would have fewer breaks with the glissandos than the sustained tones
due to the “gliding” through the instability zones.
Recall the previously presented analogy of the ice skater and the dip in the ice.
Similarly, the continued, rapid motion of the glissando should allow the singer to quickly
pass right through the instability zones with minimal destabilizations. This idea, coupled
with the knowledge that singers currently use glissandos to smooth out passaggio (vocal
registers) transitions support the prediction that both the trained and untrained singers
would benefit from the glissando to reduce vocal instabilities due to the f0 – F1
interactions. The passaggio is an instability zone of the voice, however it is not
nonlinear. Since singers can learn to smooth out these register transitions with practice
using glissandos, it is predicted that singers can also benefit from the use of glissandos to
“practice” maintaining vocal stability across the f0 – F1 crossover. Glissandos should
function, as vibrato did in this study, as a stabilizing mechanism against vocal signal
instabilities.
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Conclusion
While it is understood that singers generally do not possess a complex
understanding of the anatomical and acoustical properties of their voice, their vocal skills
and techniques are definitely informative of a tacit understanding of their voice. Singers
may possess a different vocabulary and different concepts of how the vocal signal is
being produced, but there is no question that professional voice users, such as the ones
used in this study, are indeed experts in manipulating their voices. A rich array of
questions can be studied by observing such singers use their instrument. One of the
benefits of this study is that it is a crossover study – that is, combining the worlds of
music and science, and therefore, providing a unique, combined perspective on vibrato
and f0 – F1 interactions. The opportunity to examine the questions of this study from
both the perspective of the scientist and a highly trained singer allow for a multi-faceted
interpretation of how the results are applicable for both worlds.
Another benefit of the current study is the use of expert vocal users as the
protocol was highly demanding and required exquisite precision. All four singers are
working professionally and do not have vocal stability problems while performing,
indicating that it is highly probable that the results gained in this study are truly due to the
tasks rather than inadequate training or misuse of their vocal mechanism. The visual
feedback provided, both for the pitch and vowel, allowed immediate and clear
understanding for the singers to correct errors and for the investigator to monitor to
ensure precise results were being collected. A study like this, examining the f0 – F1
interactions and vibrato with professional singers, has not been previously conducted and
provides a new examination of these topics. The potential benefit for both the scientific
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and artistic worlds is measurable by the deepened understanding of how vibrato seems to
act as a stabilizing mechanism when the vocal signal is experiencing instabilities due to
f0 – F1 interactions. !
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Appendix A – Screening Criteria Questionnaire
1. Do you have a history of voice problems? If so, please provide a brief description of
the problem.

2. Do you currently have any unresolved vocal pathologies? If so, please provide a brief
description.

3. Do you have a history of problems affecting the speech mechanism? If so, please
provide a brief description and if the problem has been resolved.

4. Do you have a history of hearing loss? If so, please provide a brief description of
your hearing loss.

5. Are you able to match and sustain pitch?

6. Are you able to produce and sustain vibrato for at least six seconds?

7. How long have you studied classical voice?

8. How long have you worked as a professional singer?
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Appendix B – Voice Screening Form
Rated on a scale of 1 (appropriate) to 5 (severely dysfunctional) during conversational
speech.

1. Breathiness

1

2

3

4

5

2. Harshness

1

2

3

4

5

3. Pitch Variability

1

2

3

4

5

4. Loudness

1

2

3

4

5

5. Resonance

1

2

3

4

5

6. Respiratory Function

1

2

3

4

5

Notes:
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Appendix C – Voice Range Profile for Singer 1
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Appendix D – Voice Range Profile for Singer 2
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Appendix E – Voice Range Profile for Singer 3
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Appendix F – Falsetto Voice Range Profile for Singer 3
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Appendix G – Voice Range Profile for Singer 4
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Appendix H – International Phonetic Alphabet Vowel Chart
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Appendix I – Hz to Musical Notation Conversion Chart

Octave

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Note
C

16.352

32.703

65.406

130.81

261.63

523.25

1046.5

2093.0

4186.0

C#/Db

17.324

34.648

69.296

138.59

277.18

554.37

1108.7

2217.5

4434.9

D

18.354

36.708

73.416

146.83

293.66

587.33

1174.7

2349.3

4698.6

D#/Eb

19.445

38.891

77.782

155.56

311.13

622.25

1244.5

2489.0

4978.0

E

20.602

41.203

82.407

164.81

329.63

659.26

1318.5

2637.0

5274.0

F

21.827

43.654

87.307

174.61

349.23

698.46

1396.9

2793.8

5587.7

F#/Gb

23.125

46.249

92.499

185.00

369.99

739.99

1480.0

2960.0

5919.9

G

24.500

48.999

97.999

196.00

392.00

783.99

1568.0

3136.0

6271.9

G#/Ab

25.957

51.913

103.83

207.65

415.30

830.61

1661.2

3322.4

6644.9

A

27.500

55.000

110.000

220.00

440.00

880.00

1760.0

3520.0

7040.0

A#/Bb

29.135

58.270

116.54

233.08

466.16

932.33

1864.7

3729.3

7458.6

B

30.868

61.735

123.47

246.94

493.88

987.77

1975.5

3951.1

7902.1
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Appendix J – IRB Approval Form
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